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26th November 1948 - 26th January 2015 

We were all deeply saddened to learn that MWJCA Life Member 
Bob Lind passed away on Monday 26th January 2015. 

Bob’s contribution to cricket at the Wakehurst Redbacks, the Manly-
Warringah Junior Cricket Association and the Manly area in general 

was enormous. 

He will be greatly missed by all of us. 



 

Manly Warringah Junior Cricket Association 

 
2014/15 Association Committee 

 

President Danny LeMoy 

Vice President Ross Denny 

Secretary Denise Gullick 

Treasurer Cathy Hurditch 

Competition Secretary / 
Committee 

Karen Brock 
Vicki Carden 
John Jackson 

Grounds Coordinator Vicki Carden 
Web Administrator Phill Edwards 

Representative Chairman 
Ross Denny 
Shane Moran (until Oct 2014) 

 
Club Representatives 

 

Beacon Hill Peter Horton 

Collaroy Plateau Vicki Carden 

Cromer Iain Hogg, Graham Scheffers 

Forest Chris O’Brien 

Harbord Devils Kevin Davies 
Peninsula Dion Epplett 

Redlands John Jackson 

Seaforth Andrew Kennedy, Geoff Rowley 

St. Augustines James Scholtens, Phill Edwards 
St Pius X Brad Quillan 

Wakehurst David Nimmo 

 
Life Members 

 

Bob Lind * Michael Pawley Tony Pecar 
David Quarford Bob Rollins Peter Tasker * 
Ron Watkins * Ted Lindsay Tony Sullivan 
Vicki Carden Errol Cranney Ross Denny 

 

* Deceased 



 

 

Errol Cranney 

LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

for outstanding service 

to the MWJCA 
 

Ross Denny 

 

2014/15 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 
The “Peter Tasker Memorial Shield” 

 

Collaroy Plateau Cricket Club 

 

THE 2014/15 ERIC 
PALMER BAT AWARD 

for the most outstanding junior 
cricketer of the season 

 

Oliver Davies - Harbord 

Devils Junior Cricket Club 

 

THE MIKE PAWLEY REPRESENTATIVE AWARD 
for the most outstanding junior representative team of the season 

 

Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield team 

 



 

The Eric Palmer Bat Award 
 

Since 1966 this prestigious award has been presented to an outstanding 
performer in the Saturday morning competition. Over the years, many 
winners have gone on to play grade cricket. The 
Executive takes into account a cricketer’s 
performance both on and off the field, efforts in 
the Saturday morning competition, availability and 
efforts in the District Representative games, and 
achievements in cricket outside our competition. 
 
We are pleased to announce that this year’s Eric 
Palmer Bat Award winner is Oliver Davies from 

Harbord Devils Junior Cricket Club. 
 
 

The Eric Palmer Bat Award Winners 

Year Name Club Year Name Club 

1966/67 Greg Bush Seaforth 1991/92 Gaetan Juul Cromer 

1967/68 Stephen Buchanan St. Augustines College 1992/93 Steven Ware Peninsula 

1968/69 Lee Woodward Frenchs Forest 1993/94 Michael Dunn Wakehurst Redbacks 

1969/70 Sam Mesite CBC (St Pauls) 1994/95 Richie Rainey Wakehurst Redbacks 

1970/71 Mark Jolly Seaforth 1995/96 Ryan Bonnor Forest Districts 

1971/72 Michael McGuire Dee Why RSL 1996/97 Michael Cosentino Wakehurst Redbacks 

1972/73 Terry McTeigue Collaroy Plateau 1997/98 Ben King Wakehurst Redbacks 

1973/74 Ian Travers Wakehurst 1998/99 Michael Ashton Seaforth YC 

1974/75 Andrew Fraser CBC (St Pauls) 1999/00 Luke Edgell Cromer 

1975/76 Andrew Fraser CBC (St Pauls) 2000/01 Luke Campbell St. Augustines College 

1976/77 Neil Tuckerman Allambie 2001/02 Jack Hinksman Wakehurst Redbacks 

1977/78 John Sanders Terrey Hills 2002/03 Jack Ritchie Cromer 

1978/79 David Batty Belrose RLCC 2003/04 Peter Lindsay Forest Districts 

1979/80 Ian Gately St. Augustines College 2004/05 Lucas Frazer Seaforth 

1980/81 Cameron Williamson Beacon Hill YC 2005/06 Maxwell Burgess St. Augustines College 

1981/82 David Ford Palm Beach 2006/07 Edward Burgess St. Augustines College 

1982/83 Warren Evans Forest Districts 2007/08 Nick McLachlan Collaroy Plateau 

1983/84 Shawn Bradstreet Redbacks 2008/09 Toby Poole Harbord 

1984/85 Miles Cornish Forest Anglicans 2009/10 Arshdeep Virdi Collaroy Plateau 

1985/86 Brad Verrills Redbacks 2010/11 Mickey Edwards St. Augustines College 

1986/87 Simon Couch Beacon Hill YC 2011/12 Michael Balzan Redlands 

1987/88 Darren Bradstreet Wakehurst 2012/13 Jake Carden Collaroy Plateau 

1988/89 Peter Capp Beacon Hill YC 2013/14 Nicholas Hidas St. Augustines College 

1989/90 Darren Benson Wakehurst 2014/15 Oliver Davies Harbord 

1990/91 Cameron Lawes Cromer    



 

Presidents’ Report 
 
Welcome to the 2014/15 58th Annual Report for the Manly Warringah Junior Cricket 
Association. 
 
2014/15 was another cricket season of outstanding successes and achievements, with 
healthy increases in total playing numbers, but back-dropped by great sadness with the 
passing of Phillip Hughes in November, and MWJCA and Wakehurst Life Member Bob Lind 
in January. 
 
A big thank you to all our volunteers! Thanks to all the club delegates and committees of all 
the associated clubs for their continued dedication and hard work over the season. Thanks to 
all the coaches, assistance coaches, managers, umpires, scorers and everyone who 
assisted their teams in making this season such an enjoyable one and for their valuable 
contributions. On behalf of all the clubs/schools and your children we acknowledge and 
thank the parents! Without your contributions our association could not function and our boys 
and girls would not be able to play. 
 
This season we had an increase in player numbers with a total of 149 teams compared to 
128 teams last season, ranging from Kangas (U8) right through to U16-18 with well over 
1600 players across these teams. Our very successful in2CRICKET centres – Beacon Hill, 
Collaroy Plateau, Cromer, Forest, Harbord, Peninsula and Wakehurst continued their great 
work at the absolute grass roots level. A big thank you to all the centre coordinators and their 
team of volunteers who all continue to make this program so worthwhile! 
 
In January this year we learned that Bob 
Lind, one of the foundation members of the 
Wakehurst Redbacks Cricket Club and Life 
Member of both Wakehurst and the Manly 
Warringah Junior Cricket Association, had 
passed away. Bob’s contribution to cricket in 
the Manly area was enormous and he will be 
greatly missed by all of us. We would urge 
you to read the tribute put together for Bob 
later in this Annual Report. 
 
All followers of cricket were also touched by 
the passing of Phillip Hughes in November. 
Our club and representative players, as well 
as volunteers were involved in various pre-
match tributes to Hughes following this tragedy and it was very moving to see our teams and 
their opposition united in such gestures as players “putting out their bats” and having 63 
seconds of silence prior to their matches. 
 
We continued to grow our cricket opportunities for girls that began last season. We had the 
T20 Blast Girls format on Friday evenings before Christmas (up to 12 years old). The girls 
had a great time especially with their favourite music blaring in the background during the 
games. Many thanks to Chris O’Brien as the Liaison manager with Cricket NSW, and David 
Nimmo and Chris O’Brien as club coordinators for Wakehurst and Forest respectively and to 
the girls and their parents who supported it! 
 
In addition to this, an U15 division 1 girl’s team was entered in the newly created Breakers 
Junior Cricket League (BJCL) playing traditional cricket on Saturday afternoons – well done 
to Deanne Hutt who coordinated and managed the team, and to Julian Humphrey who was 

One minutes silence for Bob Lind in January 



 

the coach. We had a 
number of our girls 
subsequently selected to 
play representative 
cricket in the Breakers 
Junior Cricket Carnival 
which was held on 19-23 
January 2015 at grounds 
around Manly 
Warringah. 
 
Still on girl’s cricket, 
congratulations to the 
achievements of Saskia 
Horley from the 
Wakehurst club. Saskia 
was selected in both the 
NSW Women’s U15 and 
U18 teams this season. 

Saskia was Vice Captain of U15 NSW team and was subsequently selected in the Team of 
the Championships and awarded the Player of the Championships. A wonderful 
achievement! 
 
After the success of last season’s “Manly Mini Bash” T20 tournament, it was once again held 
in February but expanded to include teams from U11 to U16-18. We had 51 teams 
participate over 4 weeks and the feedback from all involved was excellent. Known as 
MMB#2, we see this as being an annual highlight of the MWJCA cricket calendar for years to 
come and can’t wait for MMB#3! I can’t speak highly enough of Phill Edwards and Kev 
Davies for their tremendous work in organising and managing the event once again - thanks 
guys on a job well done! 
 
Congratulations to all the award winners, including premiership winning teams, individual and 
representative winners. Very special mention to two of our junior club players on some 
amazing achievements – Jake Osborne from the Forest U13 Div 1 team smashed the batting 
aggregate record to score an amazing 823 runs for the season, including a record high score 
of 156 not out – this was the highest junior aggregate in any age group in the Association’s 
recorded history! Also congratulations to Oliver Davies from our Harbord U15 Div 1 team - 
Ollie had the distinction of being recognised by Cricket Australia as hitting the most runs by 
an individual player across Australian club cricket in season 2014/15 (as recorded on 
MyCricket). Ollie hit an incredible 1,755 runs with a high score of 136 across club and 
representative cricket! 
 
What a wonderful Representative season we have had at Manly. To all our DCA and 
Presidents Cup teams, congratulations on an outstanding season! This was the most 
successful Rep season all-round in our Associations history, with 4 out of 6 DCA teams 
reaching the semi-finals, two of those teams (U11 and U15) making homing grand finals and 
the U15 DCA team winning their second consecutive premiership remaining undefeated. 
 
On the Presidents Cup front, we had 4 out of 6 teams (U11, U13, U14 and U15) make it into 
home grand finals with U11, U13 and U15 winning their respective premierships. With all our 
Presidents Cup teams competing so strongly, Manly-Warringah was awarded the overall 
Presidents Cup for the second consecutive season for the association awarded the most 
points across the Presidents Cup season – an outstanding result! 
 

Under 14 Collaroy and St Augustines players pay tribute to Phillip Hughes 



 

More on the representative season in the Rep Chairman’s report but well done to everyone, 
including the boys, the magnificent coaches/managers and families!  
 
Congratulations and thanks to the Representative committee for all their efforts! 
 

 
 
Also a big thank-you to the Manly District Cricket Club and their committee and players, for 
all the wonderful work they do through the Manly for Manly program, allowing our juniors to 
have the opportunity to meet and train with grade cricketers. Once again, a wonderful 
initiative. 
 
Finally a big thank you to our hard working MWJCA committee – Danny and I greatly 
appreciated and valued the efforts of Secretary Denise Gullick, Competition Committee 
Karen Brock, Vicki Carden and John Jackson, Treasurer Cathy Hurditch, Web administrator 
Phill Edwards, together with the valuable contributions of all the club delegates, for their 
tireless and sometimes thankless work behind the scenes to ensure the season runs 
smoothly as possible and that our kids are playing cricket each week! 
 
We look forward to the 2015/16 season! 
 

Danny LeMoy 

President 
 

 

Ross Denny 

Vice-President 
 

 
 



 

Secretary’s Report 
 
The MWJCA 2014/15 season commenced in September with a significant increase in player 
numbers across all age groups. Whilst this was an unexpected bonus for the Association, it 
also presented significant problems as we had more players and less pitches available to 
accommodate games. 
 
Our Grounds Allocator, Vicki Carden and  Competition Committee, Karen Brock and John 
Jackson did a fantastic job of getting all the teams on the fields and games played each 
week with a minimum of changes or disruption . 
 
This season was my third as Association Secretary and as part of this role I organised 
regular committee meetings, dealt with Association correspondence and organised the 
annual presentation night. 
 
The MWJCA executive and committee have worked tirelessly to provide an avenue for junior 
cricket on the Northern beaches and they have achieved this with players and teams able to 
participate in 20/20,  one-day and 2 day games across the season. I thank them for their 
efforts, time and contribution during the year. 
 
Congratulations to all the players, umpires, scorers and parents who have contributed to 
another successful season and I look forward to the start of the 2015/16 season. 
 

Denise Gullick 
MWJCA Secretary 

 
 
 

 

CRITERIA FOR ASSOCIATION AWARDS 2014/15  
 
BATTING – to qualify, a batsman must bat in 6 innings and score 100 runs or 
more during the season. 
 
BOWLING – to qualify, a bowler must take 15 wickets* and bowl 30 overs 

during the season. 
 
* Where 15 wickets have not been taken by any bowlers in a competition, the 
bowling average award will be based on bowling 30 overs and the highest 
number of wickets taken. 
 



 

Financial Statement 
 

 
 



 

 



 

Vale – Bob Lind 
 
We were all deeply saddened to learn that Manly-Warringah 
Junior Cricket Association Life Member Bob Lind passed 
away on Monday 26th January 2015. 
  
Bob held the position of President at the Wakehurst 
Redbacks for 14 straight seasons from 1987/88 to 2000/01. 
He coached teams for many years and helped a number of 
players achieve higher levels including Jackson Bird (played 
tests for Australia and current Melbourne Stars player in the 

Big Bash) and Shawn 
Bradstreet (former NSW 
player and current head coach 
at the Manly Grade club).  
  
In the case of Jackson Bird, 
Bob had a big influence on 
Bird from the age of six until 
he was 16 during his days at 
the Wakehurst Redbacks and playing for Manly junior 
representative teams including Green Shield. 
  
The clubhouse that Wakehurst uses at Lionel Watts exists 
due to the significant efforts of Bob, along with 
representatives from the Wakehurst Football Club and Forest 
Lions AFL Club. Bob was responsible for the building of the 
cricket nets at Lionel Watts, negotiating with Council, 
engaging the contractors and even did some of the work 
himself. 
  

Bob founded the Wakehurst Redbacks Special Achievement Award at the club in the 
1984/85 season after a young Shawn Bradstreet (who was in Bob’s U13 Div 1 team at the 
time) had bowled figures of 8/0. He wanted a way to recognise this significant 
achievement and Shawn was 
the inaugural recipient. 
  
In addition, Bob was the first 
person to create the Wakehurst 
club Annual Report, which today 
has evolved into a great 
summary of each cricket season 
and the Wakehurst club 
records. His other achievements 
were night cricket and driving 
the introduction of various social 
activities, including leading 
season trips to New Zealand to 
play local teams. 

Shawn Bradstreet and Bob 

Bob and Jackson Bird 



 

Arman Cosentino (WRCC Life Member) recalls “Bob 
was an inspiration to all those that he worked with in 
running the club. There was little he would let go past 
him without his blessing or review”.  
 
He continued to remain interested in what was 
happening at the Wakehurst Redbacks and Manly 
Junior cricket in his retirement.  Bob received copies of 
all the meeting minutes and he would read them from 
beginning to end to keep up with what was going on at 
the club. 
  
Bob also made major contributions to the Manly Grade 
club over a long period of time. He had a significant 
impact on so many players lives, particularly some 
who today are heavily involved at the club such as 

President Andrew Fraser, Deputy 
President David Gainsford, head 
coach Shawn Bradstreet and coach 
Phil Marks, to name a few.  
 
Bob’s contribution to cricket at the 
Wakehurst Redbacks, the Junior 
Cricket Association and the Manly 
area in general was enormous.  He 
will be greatly missed by all of us. 
  
Rest in Peace Bob 
 

 

Bob (far left) being inducted as a MWJCA life member in 2008

Bob received a surprise visit from West 

Indies legend Brian Lara in 2014 



 

in2CRICKET 
 

in2CRICKET is the entry-level cricket program, formerly known as MILO 
Have-A-Go. MILO in2CRICKET is designed to give boys and girls a 
chance to take part in a variety of activities to develop cricket, physical 
fitness and social skills, sportsmanship and an understanding of the 
game of cricket. The emphasis is on fun and involvement. 

The following Clubs established an in2CRICKET program this season: 
Beacon Hill, Collaroy Plateau, Cromer, Forest, Harbord, Peninsula 
and Wakehurst. 

 
Kanga Cricket 

 

The aim of Kanga Cricket is to enable EVERY player to have a chance of success as well 
as participating in an enjoyable game. To achieve this, coaches adopt a flexible attitude 
and are prepared to adjust wicket length, speed of bowling etc to suit each player’s size, 
strength and ability. Coaches can offer ON THE SPOT coaching/assistance which 
includes encouragement and reinforcement. The minimum age is 6 years as at 31st 
August with 6-8 players in a team, although a maximum of 10 players is allowed. Games 
must be completed within 90 minutes of the start of play. 

The teams participating in Kanga cricket this season were: 
 

Beacon Hill Sea Eagles 

Beacon Hill Victory 

Collaroy Plateau Electrons 

Cromer Cobras 

Cromer Condors 

Cromer Crickets 

Forest Blue 

Forest Gold 

Forest Green 

Forest White 

Harbord 6ixers 

Harbord Blue Tongues 

Harbord Skylanders 

Harbord Thunder 

Harbord Tigers 

Peninsula Kingfishers 

Peninsula Pacers 

Peninsula Stars 

Seaforth Chipmunks 

Seaforth Sixers 

Seaforth Yabbies 

Wakehurst Funnelwebs 

Wakehurst Huntsmen 

Wakehurst Orbweavers 

Wakehurst Tarantulas 

Wakehurst Trapdoors 

 
Under 9 Cricket 

 

The aim of Under 9’s Average cricket is to develop ALL players of ALL abilities. There are 
no statistics for batsmen or bowlers and the score of the match is the average result 
obtained by dividing the number of runs scored by the number of wickets lost. There were 
24 teams in this age group in 2014/15. 

The teams participating in Under 9 cricket this season were: 
 

Beacon Hill Breakers 

Collaroy Plateau Energy 

Collaroy Plateau Flash 

Cromer Colts 

Cromer Crocs 

Cromer Eagles 

Forest Green 

Forest White 

Harbord Eagles 

Harbord Howzats 

Harbord Quokkas 

Harbord Raiders 

Harbord Strikers 

Peninsula Heat 

Peninsula Lightning 

Peninsula Scorchers 

Seaforth Kookaburras 

Seaforth Magpies 

Seaforth Tigers 

Wakehurst Funnelwebs 

Wakehurst Huntsmen 

Wakehurst Orbweavers 

Wakehurst Tarantulas 

Wakehurst Trapdoors 



 

Manly Mini Bash 2015 
 

In February 2014 MWJCA introduced a T20 competition 
called “Manly Mini Bash” so that players can get an 
understanding of T20 at a young age to become better, well-
rounded players and great T20 players in the future. The 
tournament was successful and received a lot of very 
positive feedback from both players and parents. In light of 
that, the tournament was run again over four weeks of 
February 2015 as “MMB #2”. Rounds were again played on 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 5:00pm to 7:30pm. 
As it was a separate tournament and data was not entered 
into MyCricket, it was wholly standalone from the Saturday morning competition: 
 

 Match results had no impact on the Sat morning league tables 

 Player scores had no impact on individual player awards at the end of the season 

 Match results and scores had no bearing on club championship points 
 
We believe that not having the stats entered into MyCricket encourages players to play in 
a more carefree manner purely for the fun of the game, and that this is an important factor 
that makes MMB so enjoyable for players (and therefore parents). 
 
Structure 

One of the main priorities for MMB #2 was to increase the number of players over 2014. 
Additional grounds were secured, 14 in total, (with thanks for the cooperation of Harbord, 
Peninsula and Collaroy Plateau cricket clubs) which allowed extra teams to be entered in 
younger age groups. This year saw teams from under 12 and under 11 taking part for the 
first time. Once again, teams were invited to participate based on their ladder position in 
the Sat morning competition as of the last match before Christmas 2104. In many 
instances lower placed teams were subsequently invited to play as some teams could not 
take part. MMB #2 comprised the following 13 leagues (compared to 8 leagues in 2014): 
 

Under 11 - League 1  
Under 11 - League 2 
Under 12 - League 1 
Under 12 - League 2 
Under 13 - League 1 
Under 13 - League 2 
Under 13 - League 3 
Under 14 - League 1 
Under 14 - League 2 
Under 15 - League 1 
Under 15 - League 2 
Under 16-U18 - League 1 
Under 16-U18 - League 2 

 
Out of the 66 teams playing traditional cricket in Sat morning competition 11 teams 
declined their invitation. 51 teams took which means that participation was denied to only 
4 teams. 
 



 

MWJCA provided bright orange balls which not only helped create a sense of difference 
from other cricket, but also had a very practical impact on visibility which is an important 
safety consideration with matches completing at 7:30pm. Orange balls were unavailable in 
the smaller size so pink balls were used for U11s and U12s. Boundaries were kept shorter 
as in 2014 to enable exciting, high-scoring games.  
 
Each team in a league of four played each other once and finals for each age 
group/league were between the two teams with the most points after 3 rounds.  A bonus 
system was in place whereby certain aspects of cricket (e.g. high scores, bowling out an 
entire team etc) were rewarded with points which boost a team’s position on the ladder.  
MMB #2 also saw the introduction of a “joker” system whereby a team nominates one 
player for one, and only one, of their matches and any bonus points earned by that player 
are doubled. 
 
Finals 

Finals were decided purely on runs scored with bonus points playing no part. Independent 
umpires officiated at each final and a BBQ was provided. Thanks go to Mike Pawley 
Sports for providing vouchers and cricket gloves as awards for finals. The Man of the 
match received a $50 voucher and a Manly Mini Bash cap, and the runner-up man of the 
match received the cricket gloves. 
 
Results 

U11 - League 1 Peninsula Scorchers defeated Forest Green 

U11 - League 2 Cromer defeated by Wakehurst Red 

U12 - League 1 Collaroy Plateau Gigawatts defeated Harbord Vikings 

U12 - League 2 Harbord Tigers defeated Peninsula Pacers 

U13 - League 1 Harbord Emus defeated by Wakehurst Red 

U13 - League 2 Harbord Goannas defeated Peninsula Tiger Sharks 

U13 - League 3 Wakehurst Red (U12) defeated Wakehurst Green 

U14 - League 1 Harbord Hornets defeated Peninsula Vipers 

U14 - League 2 Wakehurst Red defeated by St Augustines Gold 

U15 - League 1 Harbord Scorchers defeated by Collaroy Plateau Electrodes 

U15 - League 2 Harbord Rebels defeated St Augustines Green 

U16-18 - League 1 St Augustines Gold defeated by St Augustines Red 

U16-18 - League 2 Peninsula Firefish defeated by St Augustines White 

 
The Future 

The timing of the tournament during February seemed to again work well for players and 
parents. Nearly all of the feedback received about the MMB #2 was positive and it seemed 
to be enjoyed by parents and players alike. The Manly Mini Bash has now become an 
annual fixture in the junior cricketing calendar. 
 
At the end of the 2014 tournament the following improvements were identified: 

1) Secure grounds so that we’re less reliant on the goodwill of other sports for access 

2) Expand tournament to younger age groups and more teams 

3) Secure access to the best grounds in the district for finals 

MMB #2 delivered on items 1) and 2), but not 3). This was partly due to the fact that it is 
extremely difficult to secure turf pitches, but also a decision was taken to play the finals on 



 

the same night of the week as the rounds were played as this causes less disruption and 
is less likely to result in players being unavailable. 
 
MWJCA would like to thank everyone who took part and hope that players and parents all 
had fun. It is planned to distribute an online survey to coaches, managers and parents in 
order to identify areas of improvement for MMB #3. 
 

Tournament Trivia 

Here are a few pieces of trivia about MMB #2: 
 

Totals teams entered 51 

Number of matches played 89 

Total runs scored in rounds 14,525 

Average team score in rounds 101 

Biggest run margin 144 

Total wickets taken in rounds 990 

Average wickets taken per match in rounds 7 

Number of super overs 0 

Number of matches with winning margin of 5 runs or less 33 

Most runs scored in an innings 238 

Most bonus points scored in a match 25 

Most joker points earned by a player 5 

Least wickets lost when batting 1st 1/238 

 

For more information, refer to the Manly Mini Bash area of the MWJCA web site at 
http://manlyjuniorcricket.nsw.cricket.com.au/Manly-Mini-Bash.aspx?rw=c   
 

Phill Edwards and Kevin Davies - Manly Mini Bash Coordinators 
 

 

http://manlyjuniorcricket.nsw.cricket.com.au/Manly-Mini-Bash.aspx?rw=c


 



 

 
 
 
 

 



 

2014/15 Girls Cricket 
 
During the off season Cricket NSW spent much time and effort developing competitions to 
provide opportunities for those girls interested in playing cricket.  Cricket NSW has now 
formulated a complete female cricket pathway. 
 
In 2014/2015 two significant activities occurred - an expansion of the entry-level program 
called T20 Blast (previously known as the Little Breakers League) and the introduction of 
the Breakers Junior Cricket League (BJCL). 
 

Milo T20 Blast - Girls 

The Little Breakers League (LBL) that started last season 
evolved this season into a T20 Blast competition.   The 
format was the same; girls only average cricket and 
music playing during the games. 
  
This season it was played at Melwood Oval in Forestville 
on Friday nights before Christmas.  The competition was 
played between 5 teams from Wakehurst and Forest, with 4 teams playing at any one time 
and the 5th team being taught different skills when they were off the field. 
  
The Girls T20 Blast proved to be as 
successful as the LBL. We had some girls 
returning from the LBL last season and 
several new players. The standard of 
cricket was high and the girls showed 
great improvement over the 8 weeks. 
  
Cricket NSW again offered the girls some 
amazing opportunities including attending 
a Sixers Big Bash game and be presented 
signed caps from the players, playing a 
game on the SCG during lunch of day 3 of the Sydney Test Match and attending a T20 
International between the Southern Stars and the West Indies at North Sydney Oval. 

  
Thank you very much 
to those parents that 
assisted with scoring 
and umpiring.  A big 
thanks to Felicity Trinh 
for helping the girls 
improve their cricket in 
the skills zone. 
  
Hopefully see you all 
again next season and 
with a big increase in 
numbers. 
  

David Nimmo 
Girls T20 Blast 

Coordinator 

The T20 Blast girls with the West Indies team at North Sydney Oval  



 

 Breakers Junior Cricket League (BJCL)  
The Breakers Junior Cricket League is designed to keep girls in 
the game after they graduate from introductory programs MILO 
in2CRICKET and MILO T20Blast Girls. 

 
The Breakers Junior 
Cricket League in turn will 
feed the Sydney Women’s 
Grade competition and the 
Cricket NSW Academy 
Metropolitan Programs. 
 
The NSW Minister for Sport and Recreation, the 
Honourable Stuart Ayres MP, joined Cricket NSW 
Chief Executive Andrew Jones and Lend Lease 
Breakers Ellyse Perry, Alyssa Healy, Erin Osborne 

and Sarah Coyte at the Sydney Cricket Ground on 8 October 2014 to launch the inaugural 
Breakers Junior Cricket League. The competition commenced on 11 October 2014 with 22 
teams from 15 clubs competing in 2 divisions. 
 
The BJCL is a 10 a-side T20 format but with a limit of 8 fielders at any time and only 8 
players to bat each match. Played with a hard ball, when you’re out, you’re out (with 
compulsory retirement at 25 runs). 
 
The BJCL competition was run in two parts, an 8 round spring competition that included a 
number of private school teams and a shorter 6 round post-Christmas summer competition 
held amongst the club teams. The games were played on a Saturday afternoon in a home 
and away format. 
 
The Wakehurst Redbacks cricket club fielded an under 15 div 1 team coached by Julian 
Humphrey in both competitions.  The girls came from varied cricketing backgrounds, some 
having played in the Saturday morning competition, others the Little Breakers League, 
others school cricket and others were completely new to cricket. Most of the team were 
only 12 years old, a big ask to play in the under 15 competition.  However, the team was 
very enthusiastic, trained 
hard and ended up playing 
some very good cricket. They 
ended 3rd in the spring 
competition (out of 10 teams) 
and finished equal 4th in the 
summer competition. 
 
If your club (or daughter) is 
interested in joining the 
competition or if you require 
more information, the 
competition has its very own 
website: 
www.breakersjunior.com.au. 
 

http://www.breakersjunior.com.au/


 

U13 and U15 BJCL Women's Representative Cricket Carnival 

The Breakers Junior Cricket Carnival was held on 19-23 January 2015 at grounds around 
Manly Warringah. The carnival incorporated the Mollie Dive Shield (NSW under 13 State 

Championship) and the 
Margaret Peden Shield (under 
16).  A total of 21 female teams 
travelled from as far as the 
North Coast to participate. 
 
Seven of the Wakehurst 
Redbacks girls were selected to 
participate in the carnival. 
Congratulations to Annabel 
Hutt, Natalie Jonkers, Taylor 
Klose, Abi Powell, Georgia 
Quinn, Philippa Rees-Evans 
and Lauren Warburton on their 
selection. 
 

Deanne Hutt 
 

 

State Representative Honours – Saskia Horley 

Congratulations to Saskia Horley from the 
Wakehurst Redbacks who was selected 
as Vice Captain of the Under 15 NSW 
Metro team who won the final of the 
National Championships in December 
2014 where NSW Metro defeated QLD by 
7 wickets. Off-spinner Saskia was a 
standout for NSW, finishing with 2-15 
from eight overs and being in a 53 run 
opening partnership with the bat. Saskia 
was subsequently selected in the Team of 
the Championships and awarded the 
Player of the Championships.  
  
After this success, Saskia was very 
fortunate to be also selected in the Under 
18 NSW Metro team who have just 
competed in the National Championships 
in January where the team won the U18 
Female National Championships by 
defeating Victoria by 61 runs in the Final 
in Ballarat on January 20. Saskia took 
2/12 in the final. To our knowledge, 
Saskia is the first player to be a member 
of both the Under 15 and Under 18 NSW 
teams in the same season! 

 

  



 

The Ron Buroughs Trophy 
 

Under 10 Division 1 
 

Premiers: COLLAROY PLATEAU “Storm” 
 

Finn Arnold 

Ethan Buchanan 

Jack Caine 

Owen Gordon 

Max Haywood 

Lockie Kinstler-Smith 

Will Marks 

Harry McKerihan 

Kush Patel 

Oliver Patterson 

Matthew Wentzel 

Coach: Martin Haywood   Manager: Justene Gordon 
 
 

 
Back Row: Martin Haywood (Coach), Max Haywood, Owen Gordon, Kush Patel, Ethan Buchanan, Matty Wentzel 

Front Row: Harry McKerihan, Jack Caine, Will Marks, Finn Arnold, Lockie Kinstler-Smith, Oliver Patterson. 



 

The Ron Watkins Trophy 
 

Under 10 Division 2 
 

Premiers: HARBORD “Kookaburras” 
 

Nick Burgman 

Jack Burt 

Charlie Chandler 

Jimmy Dougherty 

Jordan Figuiere 

Jacob Freeman-von Fehrn 

Cameron Frost 

Oscar Grealy 

Nathan Marsden 

Max Martin 

Jamie Mulcahy 

Sam Smythe 

Coach: Paul Frost   Assistant Coach: Kieran Martin 

 

 



 

The Alex Anderson Cup 
 

Under 11 Division 1 
 

Ky Broome (Forest) - Hat-trick in Round 13 
Wilson Sarkies (Wakehurst) - Hat-trick in Round 13 

 

Premiers: COLLAROY PLATEAU “Charges” 
 

James Buchanan 

Hayden Calvert 

Ryan Crane 

Sam Debien 

Matthew Dinham 

Raja Ganeshraj 

Luke Harvey 

Curtis Kinstler-Smith 

Daniel Loney 

Harrison Marsh 

James Potter 

Thomas Quarrie 

Harry Rempt 

Coach: Paul Debien   Manager: Amber Potter 
 

 
Back Row: Matty Dinham, James Buchanan, Luke Harvey, Tom Quarrie, Harrison Marsh, Ryan Crane, Daniel Loney 

Front Row: Sam Debien, Curtis Kinstler-Smith, Hayden Calvert, James Potter, Harry Rempt, Raja Ganeshraj 

 

Association Awards – Under 11 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Ky Broome Forest District Junior Cricketer of the Year 72.4 points 

Taylor Frowde Peninsula Batting Average 30.6 

James Buchanan Collaroy Plateau Batting Aggregate 259 runs 

James Buchanan Collaroy Plateau Highest Score 66* 

Ky Broome Forest District Bowling Average 3.74 

Ky Broome Forest District Bowling Aggregate 23 wickets 

Wilson Sarkies Wakehurst Best Bowling Figure 5/10 from 4 overs  



 

The Tony Pecar Cup 
 

Under 11 Division 2 
 

Premiers: HARBORD “Spinners” 
 

Harry Aitken 

Otis Annakin 

Zac Chadwick 

Luca Crawford 

Mac Forsyth 

Harry Healy 

Mathew Kernahan 

Harry Lynch 

Willem McCormack 

Sebastian Margarian 

Hamish Moynihan 

Ben Sarson 

Ed Shelbourne 

Cooper Wright 

Coach: Van Stewart   Manager: Audra Annakin 
 

 

 
 



 

Under 11 Division 3 
 

Premiers: SEAFORTH “Dingos” 
 

Max Ambrosoli 

Will Clarkin 

Jack Danenbergsons 

James Danenbergsons 

Elliott Duncan 

Alex Kerr 

Nik Khandhar 

Marley Kierans-Ball 

Jack Mason 

Ben Paddison 

Louis Thresher 

Sam Warburton 

Lachlan Williams 

Will Wulff 

Coach: Karl Danenbergsons  Manager: Julie Danenbergsons 
 

 

 
 



 

The John Bright Memorial Trophy 
 

Under 12 Division 1 
 

Shaun Denham (Harbord) - Hat-trick in Round 3 
Matthew Steffan (Harbord) - Hat-trick in Round 11 

 

Premiers: COLLAROY PLATEAU “Gigawatts” 
 

Joshua Attwater 

Harry Burke 

Liam Delaney 

Ben Eady 

Max Faulkner 

Lachlan Hegarty 

Matthew Jackson 

Bradley Johnson 

Sam Jones 

Maxwell Pengelly 

Rishi Raju 

Lachlan Trewartha 

Coach: Anthony Johnson   Manager: Heather Eady 
 

 
Back Row: Heather Eady (Manager), Harry Burke, Lachlan Hegarty, Liam Delaney, Ben Eady, Sam Jones, Bradley Johnson, Anthony 

Johnson (Coach) 
Front Row: Joshua Attwater, Rishi Raju, Lachlan Trewartha, Maxwell Pengelly, Max Faulkner, Matthew Jackson 

 

Association Awards – Under 12 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Sam Jones  Collaroy Plateau Junior Cricketer of the Year 75.2 points 

Sam Jones  Collaroy Plateau Batting Average 43.14 

Sam Jones  Collaroy Plateau Batting Aggregate 302 runs 

Sam Jones  Collaroy Plateau Highest Score 62* 

Joel Chappelow Wakehurst Bowling Average 5.22 

Joel Chappelow Wakehurst Bowling Aggregate 23 wickets 

Noah Kasmar Wakehurst Best Bowling Figure 5/6 from 6 overs 



 

The George Lowe Cup 
 

Under 12 Division 2 
 

Premiers: PENINSULA “Pacers” 
 

Ben Cooper 

Antwone Cortes 

Matthew Francis 

Riven Gallagher 

Louis Kinley 

Dominic Murphy 

Jay Norris 

Aidan O'Malley 

Daniel Reay 

Henry Thomas 

Sam Watt 

Ethan Zemann 

Coach: Matthew Murphy   Manager: Rebecca Edwards 
 

 
Back row: Jay Norris, Aiden O'Malley, Dominic Murphy, Ethan Zemann , Henry Thomas, Sam Watt, Matthew Francis 
Front row: Rebecca Edwards (Manager), Antwone Cortes, Daniel Reay, Riven Gallagher, Louis Kinley, Ben Cooper, 

Matthew Murphy (Coach) 

 

Association Awards – Under 12 Division 2 

Name Club Award Figures 

Liam Chang St. Pius X Junior Cricketer of the Year 80.8 points 

Liam Chang St. Pius X Batting Average 188.0 ## 

Sam Watt Peninsula Batting Aggregate 301 runs 

Dominic Murphy Peninsula Highest Score 64* 

Liam Chang St. Pius X Bowling Average 2.79 

Liam Chang St. Pius X Bowling Aggregate 24 wickets 

Sebastian Jones Harbord Best Bowling Figure 5/3 from 3.5 overs  

## MWJCA record 



 

The Les Gwynne Trophy 
 

Under 13 Division 1 
 

Bill Williams (Harbord) - Hat-trick in Round 4 
 

Joint Premiers: WAKEHURST & COLLAROY PLATEAU 
 

Wakehurst “Red”  

Sammy Barros 

Oliver Campbell 

Ben Cook 

Liam Dinan 

Ethan Joseph 

Finn McDade 

Joel McGregor 

Brynn Mendel 

Jeremy Nicholson 

Josh Park 

Thomas Phelps 

Luka Vajdic 

Coaches: Craig McGregor, Giles Park (Assistant)    Manager: Jeff Cook 
 

 
Back row: Giles Park (Assistant Coach), Craig McGregor (Coach), Ben Cook, Josh Park, Ethan Joseph, Tom Phelps, 

Brynn Mendel, Jeff Cook (Manager) 
Front row: Oliver Campbell, Luka Vajdic, Jeremy Nicholson, Sammy Barros, Finn McDade, Joel McGregor 

 
continued over 

 



 

Under 13 Division 1 (continued) 
 

Collaroy Plateau “Megawatts”  

James Brock 

Alex Butcher 

Kai Davies 

Mark Dignam 

Kobe Magyar 

Charlie Martin 

Luke Morley 

Tom Pattinson 

Matthew Rose 

Ben Shultz 

Nicholas Taylor 

Jonathon Vaughan 

Noah Vumbaca 

Coach: Mark Taylor   Managers: Marti Pattinson / Peter Davies 
 

 
Back Row: Mark Taylor (coach), Noah Vumbaca, Kai Davies, Jonny Vaughan, Mark Dignam, Charlie Martin, Tom Pattinson, Ben Shultz 

Front Row: Nick Taylor, Alex Butcher, James Brock, Matthew Rose, Luke Morley, Kobe Magyar 
 

Association Awards – Under 13 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Jake Osborne Forest District Junior Cricketer of the Year 163.30 points 

Jake Osborne Forest District Batting Average 205.75 

Jake Osborne Forest District Batting Aggregate 823 runs ## 

Jake Osborne Forest District Highest Score 156* ## 

Luke Morley Collaroy Plateau Bowling Average 4.83 

Luke Morley Collaroy Plateau Bowling Aggregate 24 wickets 

Lachlan Burgess St. Augustines Best Bowling Figure 5/6 from 4 overs  

## MWJCA record 



 

The Clem Skelton Memorial Trophy 
 

Under 13 – Division 2 
 

Hayden Dawson (Peninsula) - Hat-trick in Round 11 
 

Premiers: PENINSULA “Tiger Sharks” 
 

Euan Bates 

Damian Clarke 

Bailey Comans 

Hayden Dawson 

Gus Gerry 

Mitchell Hartmann 

Darcy Hoy 

Daniel McKay 

Glenn Sands 

Jye Taggart 

Isaac Turner 

Joel Vandenberg 

Coach: Tom McKay   Manager: Steve Gerry 
 

 
Back Row: Steve Gerry (Manager), Tom McKay (Coach)  

Middle Row: Hayden Dawson, Mitchell Hartmann, Daniel McKay, Darcy Hoy, Glenn Sands 
Front Row: Euan Bates, Jye Taggart, Gus Gerry, Bailey Comans, Damian Clarke 

Absent: Joel Vandenberg, Isaac Turner 

 

Association Awards – Under 13 Division 2 

Name Club Award Figures 

Gus Gerry Peninsula Junior Cricketer of the Year 91.6 points 

Gus Gerry Peninsula Batting Average 49.43 

Gus Gerry Peninsula Batting Aggregate 346 runs 

Gus Gerry Peninsula Highest Score 55* 

Ben Watkins Wakehurst 
Bowling Average 5.74 

Darcy Hoy Peninsula 

Darcy Hoy Peninsula Bowling Aggregate 23 wickets 

Max Kocass Collaroy Plateau Best Bowling Figure 5/15 from 7 overs  



 

The James Randall Memorial Trophy 
 

Under 14 Division 1 
 

Lachlan Molyneux (Wakehurst) - Hat-trick in Round 8 
 

Premiers: Harbord “Hornets” 
 

Jack Cannon 

Luke Collins 

Wil Dawes 

Oscar Greenwood 

Ben Harris 

Jack Hobson 

Ewan Hughes 

Ben Lemlin 

Jarrod Lucas 

Jackson Rath 

Josh Reid 

Ben Watts 

Archie Wright 

Coaches: Phil Munting and Andrew Dawes   Manager: Steve Hobson 
 

 
Back Row: Jack Hobson, Archie Wright, Wil Dawes, Ben Watts, Jack Cannon, Jackson Rath, Josh Reid 

Front Row: Oscar Greenwood, Ben Lemlin, Jarrod Lucas, Luke Collins, Ben Harris, Ewan Hughes 

 

Association Awards – Under 14 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Lachlan Molyneux Wakehurst Junior Cricketer of the Year 82.2 points 

Finn Nixon-Tomko Cromer Batting Average 55.33 

Jarod Colyer Peninsula Batting Aggregate 336 runs 

Hilton Ovenden Peninsula Highest Score 99 

Ben Watts Harbord Bowling Average 3.82 

Ben Watts Harbord Bowling Aggregate 28 wickets 

Joshua Menzies St. Augustines 
Best Bowling Figure 

5/4 from 7 overs 

Archie Wright Harbord 5/4 from 3.2 overs 



 

The Bob Lind Cup 
 

Under 15 Division 1 
 

Premiers: HARBORD “Scorchers" 
 

Dan Ward (captain) 

Luca Franks (vice-capt) 

Mitch Beach 

Sam Callow 

Aiden Campbell 

Joel Davies 

Oliver Davies 

Alex Franks 

Gabriel Harris 

Liam House 

Harry Kantor-Smith 

Bailey Kenzie 

Shahill Nair 

Meet Patel 

Coach: Kev Davies   Assistant Coach: Andy Franks 
 

 
 

Association Awards – Under 15 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Oliver Davies Harbord Junior Cricketer of the Year 157.5 points 

Oliver Davies Harbord Batting Average 75.0 

Oliver Davies Harbord Batting Aggregate 675 runs ## 

Oliver Davies Harbord Highest Score 113 

Nathan Hogg Cromer Bowling Average 8.0 

Reid McDonagh St. Augustines 
Bowling Aggregate 19 wickets 

Tom Braund Peninsula 

Luke Grosvenor Collaroy Plateau Best Bowling Figure 6/28 from 7 overs  

## MWJCA record 



 

The President’s Cup 

 

Under 15 Division 2 
 

Joint Premiers: WAKEHURST “Green" & WAKEHURST “Black" 
 

Wakehurst “Green”  

Anthony Denny (captain) 

Cohen Mantle (captain) 

Harrison Caruso 

Oliver Clarke 

Luke Damant-Gallagher 

Ben Greaves 

Saskia Horley 

Mitch Humphries 

Samuel Massey 

Saxon Nevin 

Callum O'Brien 

Ryan Sutton 

Josh Van Zwieten 

Oliver Williams 

Coaches: Ross Denny and Nathan Horley   Manager: Julie Williams 

 

 

Back Row: Nathan Horley (coach), Harrison Caruso, Callum O'Brien, Ben Greaves, Ross Denny (coach), Oliver 
Williams, Luke Damant-Gallagher 

Middle Row: Ryan Sutton, Sam Massey, Oliver Clarke, Josh Van Zwieten, Saxon Nevin 
Front Row: Saskia Horley, Cohen Mantle, Anthony Denny, Mitch Humphries 

 
continued over 

 



 

Under 15 Division 2 (continued) 
 

Wakehurst “Black”  

Jake Alexander 

James Beange 

AJ Cerovic 

Lachlan Clarke 

Alex Dickson 

Euan Dixon 

Jake Dobson 

Raoul Ferreira 

Braden Maconachie 

James Pelletier 

James Rees-Innis 

Andrew Renda 

Jasper Sarkies 

Declan Smail 

Coach: Colin Innis   Manager: Anna Dobson 
 

 

Back Row: Anna Dobson (manager), Alex Dickson, Euan Dixon, Lachlan Clarke, Jasper Sarkies, Declan Smail, Colin Innis (coach) 

Front Row: AJ Cerovic, James Rees-Innis, James Pelletier, Jake Dobson, James Beange, Braden Maconachie, Raoul Ferreira 

 

Association Awards – Under 15 Division 2 

Name Club Award Figures 

Cohen Mantle Wakehurst Green Junior Cricketer of the Year 81.8 points 

Cohen Mantle Wakehurst Green Batting Average 39.75 

Cohen Mantle Wakehurst Green Batting Aggregate 318 runs 

Jack Stevenson Harbord Highest Score 80* 

Euan Dixon Wakehurst Black Bowling Average 7.53 

Cameron Powell St. Augustines 
Bowling Aggregate 18 wickets 

Will Barnett Harbord 

Julian McKay Harbord Best Bowling Figure 5/11 from 8 overs  



 

The Tony Rainey Cup 
 

Under 16-18 Division 1 
 

Jonah Anderson (Peninsula) - Hat-trick in Round 3 

 

Joint Premiers: WAKEHURST, ST. AUGUSTINES “White” &  
ST. AUGUSTINES “Gold”  

 
Wakehurst “Red”  

Jacob Aquilina 

Jarrod Blackman 

Cameron Brown 

Luca Candotti 

Tomas Crisp 

Harrison Graham 

Hamish Green 

Nicholas Jarvis 

Toby Kovacs 

Matthew Martin 

Tom Rodwell 

Felix Watson 

Jadon Wilson 

James Wright 

Michael Wright 

Coach: Doug Wright   Manager: Peter Candotti 

 

 

 
continued over 

 



 

Under 16-18 Division 1 (continued) 
 

St. Augustines “White”  

Will Akhurst 

Jack Harrold 

Lachlan Kerr 

Jack McNaughton 

Campbell McPhee 

James Nelson 

Tom Nelson 

Jack Ongosia 

Xander Russell 

Jarad Travers 

Mitchell Weir 

Ben Wigney 

Coaches: Mr. Frank Harrold, Mr. Angus McPhee 
 

 

 
 

continued over 



 

Under 16-18 Division 1 (continued) 
 

St. Augustines “Gold”  

Jarod Horan (captain) 

James Gonda (captain) 

Matthew Armstrong 

Nicholas Chivers 

Henry Ferguson 

Alec Gowan 

Jamie Harrison 

Nick Hidas 

Tom Lodder 

Jordan McDonagh 

Jack Nettleton 

Aaron Peters 

Oscar Youlten 

 

 

Coach: Mr. James Scholtens 

 

 
 
 

Association Awards – Under 16-18 Division 1 

Name Club Award Figures 

Toby Kovacs Wakehurst Junior Cricketer of the Year 97.3 points 

Toby Kovacs Wakehurst Batting Average 82.6 

Toby Kovacs Wakehurst Batting Aggregate 413 runs 

Hamish Green Wakehurst Highest Score 209 

Aaron Stevens Collaroy Plateau Bowling Average 6.0 

Ben Wigney St. Augustines 
Bowling Aggregate 21 wickets 

Bailey Walz Peninsula 

Jack Heysmand Peninsula Best Bowling Figure 6/18 from 10 overs  



 

REPRESENTATIVE TEAM REPORTS 2014/15 
 

MWJCA Representative Cricket Chairman’s Report 
 

Following the successes of 2013/14, I believe that the 2014-15 Representative cricket 
season has surpassed even that as a wonderful and memorable season for Manly’s 
juniors across the board, in both the DCA and Presidents Cup competitions. This success 
is judged by the number of boys involved in the Manly Representative cricket program, the 
high level of coaching throughout all of the age groups and, importantly, the on-field 
success of so many of our teams. We were as an association, all deeply saddened by the 
loss of Phillip Hughes in November last year, however it was humbling the way our teams 
united with their opposition on 30 November (Phillip’s 26 th birthday) to provide various 
tributes before their matches. 

 

Before I reflect back on this amazing season, I would like to take the opportunity to 
acknowledge Shane Moran who stood down from the Representative Chairman role at the 
beginning of the season. After being on the representative committee, Shane took on the 
role of Chairman in 2011, a position which he held until 2014. Shane did an outstanding 
job during that time as we forged a strong working relationship on our committee that has 
seen the rep program grow. On behalf of myself and the MWJCA, I would like to wish 
Shane all the best for the future and thank him for his years of dedicated service to our 
representative program. 
 
The Manly Warringah Junior Cricket Association’s Representative Cricket program is very 
demanding and requires dedication, teamwork and a significant commitment. 
Representing Manly at Rep cricket is the highlight of our player’s junior cricketing days – 
especially as it involves playing in possibly the toughest and most demanding junior cricket 
competition in Australia. With the help of a large number of dedicated people, both on and 
off the Representative Committee, the program maintained the development of two teams 
in each age group from the Under 11 through to the Under 16. 
 
The 2014-15 Representative Committee, made up of Judy Kenzie, Ross Trewartha, Steve 
Caproni, Ian Hogg, Kevin Davies, Danny LeMoy and myself, worked throughout the year 
to prepare the schedule of trials, games, coaches, specialist training, nets, kits and 
uniforms and many, many other facets of the representative program. Special thanks must 
go to the commitment from our coaches this year in delivering an outstanding effort for 



 

Manly Reps, not only in their ability, but also in the time spent working with their squads 
and teams. We once again had record numbers of players who came to the selection trials 
in March 2014 and from this over 150 players played cricket in the Manly Warringah Junior 
Representative program during 2014-15. With the interest generated from our program 
this season, we were absolutely amazed at the number of players who trialed just recently 
in March 2015 for next season – we had 108 players attend the trials for Under 11’s alone! 
 
We again had 12 teams compete this year, six in the NSW Cricket DCA competition and a 
further six teams in the Presidents Cup development competitions. Teams also 
represented Manly in various country carnivals. I was delighted at how our rep season 
unfolded with results even stronger than the year before. 6 out of 12 minor premierships, 6 
home grand finals with 4 Manly premierships was an outstanding success. A combination 
of great alliances with the Manly grade club and Warringah Shires through our pathway 
program and excellent coaching resources have contributed to our results and bodes well 
for Manly junior cricket well into the future. Whilst all of our teams competed strongly, there 
were a number of special highlights: 

 Manly winning the Presidents Cup (being the Association awarded the most points 

across the Presidents Cup season) with 4 out of 6 grand final teams, and 3 
premierships in the Presidents Cup competition. 

 U11 Creak Shield team – DCA Minor Premiers, Grand finalists and runners-up in 

the Creak Shield, and semi-finalists in the Ron Arendts Memorial Shield, 
Newcastle; 

 Under 11 Presidents Cup team – Premiers. 

 Under 12 Arch Cawsey Shield team – DCA semi-finalists and Lismore Under 12 
Carnival finalists and runners-up. 

 U12 Presidents Cup team – Fourth place. 

 Under 13 Presidents Cup team – Undefeated Premiers. 

 Under 14 Presidents Cup team – Minor premiers, grand finalists and runners-up. 

 Under 15 Weblin Shield team – Undefeated DCA Premiers for 2nd consecutive 

season. Winners of the Mike Pawley Award for the most outstanding junior 
representative team of the season. 

 Under 15 Presidents Cup team – Undefeated Premiers. 

 Under 16 Watson Shield team – DCA semi-finalists. 

 
We had a special milestone after the Round 4 DCA weekend, where all six DCA teams 
were undefeated with 5 wins and a tie. After going through the archives we were unable to 
find a weekend where we had all teams coming away with points and believe this to be our 
most successful DCA weekend in history! 
 
Congratulations to those players who received higher selection honours, particularly Aiden 
Bariol and Jack Edwards who were both selected in the NSW U15 All Schools team to 
play in the Australia National Championships in Darwin in June. Also to Oliver Davies who 
was chosen in the team of the Carnival at the U14 NSW State Challenge in January. 
 
To those players who finished their junior rep careers in Under 16 this season, we wish 
you well in your cricketing future, and to those parents who have lived through a number of 
seasons, we thank you for your dedication in helping your sons play this great game. This 
was the last season of junior rep cricket coaching for our U16 Head Coach, Rob Pickering 
- thank you Rob for all your hard work over past seasons. 
 



 

To the dedicated group of coaches who put in countless hours of planning and 
preparation, as well as just being there each week for training and matches on Sundays, a 
huge thanks to all of you for your commitment, enthusiasm, and skilful coaching. In 
addition to those wonderful parents who volunteered to manage teams, only support from 
people like you ensure that many tasks get done, and teams run smoothly. Your 
contribution to the community of Manly rep cricket is immense and invaluable. 
 
Special thanks to Errol Cranney for once again doing a wonderful job as our umpire’s 
coordinator. I always receive wonderful feedback from the players when Errol adjudicates 
their matches. Congratulations on your Life Membership Errol – richly deserved! 
 
Thanks as always to Danny LeMoy and the MWJCA Committee for your continued support 
and encouragement to rep cricket during the season. We value all the great work that the 
Manly junior committee does to promote cricket for all kids in the Manly areas. 
 
Special thanks to the Manly-Warringah grade cricket club and TravelSIM for their support 
and sponsorship of the Manly juniors this season – your outstanding contribution was 
much appreciated. To Joel Mason, Phill Edwards, David Gainsford and Shawn Bradstreet 
– we appreciated the publicity given to the junior reps each week through the MWJCA and 
MWDCC websites, social media and Shawn’s weekly article in the Manly Daily. 
 
Thanks to Mike Pawley (and Mike Pawley Sports) for you ongoing support and supply of 
our balls and equipment. Also thanks to the Sydney Sixers organisation for providing 
Sixers memberships to our Manly junior rep players. Thanks to the Specialised Wheelchair 
Company, Simon Couch at Chiropractic Solutions and Kookaburra, for your support of the 
Manly juniors once again.  
 
In 2015/16 I plan to take a step back from the day to day running of the rep committee and 
am very pleased to announce that Ross Trewartha is stepping back into the helm as Rep 
Chairman for 2015/16. Ross did a wonderful job as Chairman between 2009 and 2011 and 
we are extremely fortunate to have him in the Chairman’s role. 

 
We are all caretakers of 
the welfare of cricket in 
Manly-Warringah and 
everyone from players, 
parents, officials, 
committee members 
and all involved should 
feel a great sense of 
pride and satisfaction in 
what has been 
achieved in recent 
years. Through our 
pathway program we 
now have a clearly 
defined road map from 

under 11 junior rep cricketers all the way through to Manly 1st grade for generations to 
follow. I look forward to continuing to work in the Manly-Warringah cricket community to 
enhance the spirit of cricket within and to make it another great season in 2015-16. 

Ross Denny 
MWJCA Vice President and 2014/15 Representative Chairman 



 

The Mike Pawley Representative Award 

for the most outstanding junior representative team of the season 

Season Team 

2004/05 Under 10 DCA Foster Shield 

2005/06 
Under 14 DCA Moore Shield 

Under 11 DCA Creak Shield 

2008/09 Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield 

2009/10 
Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield 

Under 16 DCA Watson Shield 

2010/11 Under 14 President’s Cup 

2011/12 Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield 

2012/13 Under 13 DCA Gee Shield 

2013/14 
Under 14 DCA Moore Shield 

Under 11 DCA Creak Shield 

2014/15 Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield 

 

 

MWJCA Representative Sponsors 

 

 

 

 

  

  

           

  
 

                         



 

MWJCA REPRESENTATIVE TEAMS PLAYER OF 
THE YEAR AWARDS 

 

Under 11 Creak Shield  Joel Davies 

Under 11 Presidents Cup  Raja Ganeshraj 

 

Under 12 Cawsey Shield  Samuel Greenland 

Under 12 President’s Cup   Evan Dunnachie 

 

Under 13 Gee Shield  Jarod Colyer 

Under 13 President’s Cup  Jake Osborne 

 

Under 14 Moore Shield  Oliver Davies 

Under 14 President’s Cup  Harry Kantor-Smith 

 

Under 15 Weblin Shield  Aiden Bariol 

Under 15 President’s Cup  Claeton O’Connell 

 

Under 16 Watson Shield  Jack Pickering 

Under 16 President’s Cup  Tully Moffat 



 

   

MWJCA PLAYERS SELECTED FOR THE 2014/15 
CRICKET NSW ACADAMY and NSW STATE 

CHALLENGE 
The Cricket NSW Academy (formerly Emerging Blues) is a State wide program 

responsible for the identification and development of talented male and female cricketers. 
The following MWJCA players were selected and participated in the program during the 

2014/15 season 
 

Under 13 

Ben Watts 

Under 14 

Adrian Caproni Oliver Davies 

Under 15 

Aiden Bariol Jack Edwards Isaiah Vumbaca 

 Under 16 

Joel Wood 
 

 
The inaugural U13 and U14 State Challenge was played from19-22 January 2015 in 

Dubbo. The following MWJCA players were selected and participated in the competition: 
 

Under 13 

Ned Barnet Jarod Colyer Joel McGregor Ben Watts 

Under 14 

Adrian Caproni Oliver Davies 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 11 Season Report 

 

 
 

DCA Team: Joel Davies (captain), Jack Chick (captain), Ky Broome, James 
Buchanan, Hugo Cawsey, Toby Cousemacker, William 
Gustafson, Luke Harvey, Lachlan Johnson, Logan Nicey, 
Harrison Ryals, Tom Wood 

President’s Cup Team: Kuan Brown, Hayden Calvert, Nathan Colyer, Jimmy Downs, 
Ben Eady, Raja Ganeshraj, Jackson Griffiths, Milo May, Harrison 
O'Brien, Ned Patterson, Joshua Pritchard, Tyko Williamson 

Coaches: Ross Denny, Nick Johnson (DCA) 

Mark Patterson (President’s Cup) 

Ross Denny (pre-season squad coach) 

Managers: Blake Cousemacker (DCA), Andrew Cawsey (Assistant-DCA) 

Jeff Downs (President’s Cup) 

Players of the Year: Joel Davies (DCA) 

Raja Ganeshraj (President’s Cup) 

 
 

DCA J.H. Creak Shield – Under 11 
 

2014/15 DCA J.H. Creak Shield Minor Premiers 

2014/15 DCA J.H. Creak Shield Grand Finalists and Runners-up 

Ron Arendts Shield Semi-finalists (Newcastle Country Carnival) 

 
What a wonderful season the Under 11 DCA team had! The team remained undefeated 
through the pool rounds of the DCA Creak Shield to be overall minor premiers and kept 
the winning run going all the way through the finals to a home grand final. 



 

 

 
 
Having had time to reflect on the season, it is one so full of positives. I have had the 
opportunity to get to know a great group of boys and their families and develop new 
friendships which has been thoroughly uplifting. The thing I noticed most when I 
assembled the group of players in August for Under 11 trials was their amazing attitude, 
highlighted by a strong willingness to learn and take on board everything they were told. 
That is a coach’s dream and is why I wanted to stay on after the pre-season to coach the 
team. Many of the boys lacked experience having only come from Under 10 cricket where 
we play by average cricket rules so an incredibly big step up straight into tough DCA 
traditional cricket. 
 
Having selected the DCA team for 2014/15 it was tremendous to have Nick Johnson come 
on board as DCA co-coach. I had known Nick for some years and his enthusiasm in the 
role was infectious. Nick was a pleasure to have on board and brought a great deal of 
passion and knowledge of the game. I really appreciated our tremendous partnership this 
season – thanks so much Nick! 
 
Blake Cousemacker took on the role of manager, and as well as doing an amazing job in 
that role, Blake was also very giving of his time and own cricket experience at training as 
an assistant coach and Nick and I have thoroughly enjoyed the relationship we have 
formed with Blake.  
 
One thing that struck me at the beginning of training sessions, when boys arrived early, 
was their ability to be able to set themselves up and do positive focused self-training (and 
have a ball doing it). This is outstanding for 10 and 11 year olds and can only help their 
cricket and ability to self-motivate when it counts. It was these types of qualities that 
ultimately helped drive the success we had. Training had the right balance of a weekly 



 

centre wicket with pressure scenarios, fitness and fielding as well as weekly technique 
sessions. 
 
We, like the entire cricket community were all shocked to learn of the passing of Phillip 
Hughes in November. The boys were naturally all extremely upset that this could happen 
so we addressed them at the training session for that week where Channel 7 asked if they 
could come along and were filmed for a segment on the news that evening. Prior to our 
qualifying final against Northern Districts, the boys placed their bats on the ground in the 
figure of “408” (Phillip’s test cricket number) and we had a fitting tribute followed by 63 
seconds silence with the opposition.  
 

 

The U11 DCA Manly and Northern Districts teams honour Phillip Hughes with 63 seconds silence 

 
At the beginning of the season Nick and I wouldn’t have dreamed that the boys would 
make it all the way to the grand final but what we found, is that with their attitude and the 
right balance of coaching they could go grow into a very strong and competitive team and 
they showed that in bucket loads. To lose to a North Shore team that had already had a 
year of DCA cricket and were in last year’s U10 grand final was nothing to be ashamed of. 
Nick, Blake and I were taken aback at the utter disappointment of the boys in the change 
rooms after the match – it just showed how much the season meant to all of them and that 
was a positive eye-opener for us all. So well done boys on an outstanding season! We 
only lost one game but look at the season you all had. You all did yourselves, your families 
and Manly proud. 
 
Many people have provided the team, Nick, Blake and myself with outstanding support. 
Andrew Cawsey was a tireless worker for the team and his efforts with home game 
logistics and being our chief barista have helped raise the bar on Manly afternoon teas 
and lunches to a new level! Andrew also put together an inspirational slide show at the 
end of the season showcasing the team’s journey across the season. Thanks so much 
Andrew! 
 
Thanks also very much to Kev Davies, Anthony Nicey, and Andrew Cawsey who helped 
out on Fridays with Nick, Blake and myself to run a number of very good batting technique 
sessions which the boys appreciated and will continue to do next season. 
 
Finally thanks so much to all the parents, grandparents, siblings, supporters and last but 
not least the wonderful cheer squad (yes, we had our own cheerleaders!) for your fantastic 



 

support over the whole season. It has been a tremendous experience for Nick, Blake and 
myself. 
 
And now to the players .... 
 
Joel “Curly” Davies (captain) 

What a stellar season Joel has had. In the DCA 
competition he was named both the U11 Creak 
Shield Cricketer of the Year and U11 Creak 
Shield Batsman of the Year. This was a terrific 
recognition of what was an outstanding season for 
Joel. To put it in perspective, Joel’s achievements in 
the 8 DCA matches played (5 round matches and 3 
finals) were: 

 Batting: 500 runs @ 71.4 with a high score of 
115. This included 2 centuries and 4 half 
centuries. 

 Bowling: 6 wickets @ 17.0 bowling both pace 
and spin throughout the season 

 Fielding: 4 catches, 4 run outs 
Joel plays cricket the way we all want it to be played 
– an entertainment spectacle that keeps the crowd 
on the edge of their seats. Anything not on the 
perfect length will get punished and he is always a 
joy to watch. Well done Joel on a tremendous 
season!  

 

 

 

Jack “Chicky” Chick (captain) 

Jack was our other captain and brought plenty of experience having played U11 
Presidents Cup in 2013/14. “Chicky” was one of our true all-rounders being a middle order 
batsmen (and occasional opening bat), one of our medium pace bowlers, part-time wicket-
keeper and extraordinary close-in fielder where he took some absolute blinders during the 
season. Jack demonstrated great leadership for one so young and always led by example, 
managing to take breakthrough wickets when they were most needed or build partnerships 
when runs required. Terrific season “Chicky”! 

 
Ky “Sticky” Broome 

Without a doubt, Ky was among the top bowlers in the DCA competition taking 13 wickets 
at 9.15 with his left arm orthodox spin bowling. Statistics alone don’t tell the full story. 
Coming on after our opening pace attack he would literally change the momentum of the 
game bowling a 10-over spell in tandem with spin-twin Woody. Opposition batsmen simply 
couldn’t get “Sticky” away and ultimately were forced into mistakes. He bowled 25 
maidens (highest in the competition) for his 68 overs for the season with a miserly 
economy of only 1.75 runs conceded per over. “Sticky” is gifted with excellent control and 
just the right amount of flight to cause havoc for batsmen. Also a very handy lower order 
bat, the “Stick” was good at belting some quick runs to help build competitive totals in the 
latter overs of our innings. 

The U11 DCA team celebrating with 
Joel Davies after his unbeaten 112 in 

Round 2 against Parramatta 



 

 
James “Rowdy” Buchanan (also known as “JB”) 

James was a man of little words (hence the nickname) but a lot of 
talent. An attacking batsmen, batting most of the season at 
number 6, he often destroyed bowling attacks with his strokeplay. 
In his first season of traditional cricket, it was a pleasure to see 
him score his maiden half century in the DCA Round 3 match. 
Overall, “Rowdy” notched up 3 half centuries in the rep season in 
the DCA comp and Newcastle carnival, accumulating 234 runs 
across 13 rep matches. “Rowdy” was also a very useful change 
bowler, managing some good breakthroughs with his outswingers 
during the season. Lightning quick in the field, James had a 
marvellous all-round season. 
 
Hugo “Slippery” Cawsey 

Hugo, as one of our opening pace bowlers was an attacking 
spearhead who always seemed to manage an early 
breakthrough. We just loved watching his sleek rhythm through 
the crease and see batsmen struggle against his line, length and 
swing. This was never more evident than in the Round 5 match 
against Northern Districts when “Slippery” and “Dougie” opened 
the bowling and had ND’s at 4/20 after 8 overs of great 

partnership bowling. When Hugo wasn’t taking wickets he was applying plenty of pressure 
to the batsmen which would usually culminate in his partner getting a wicket – a telling stat 
is that almost 1/3 of “Slippery’s” overs for the season were maidens along with 6 wickets at 
15.0 in the DCA competition.  
 
Toby “Cousey” Cousemacker 

Toby got our DCA campaign off to the perfect start in 
Round 1 against Hawkesbury with a match-winning 
performance. Only defending 107, Hawkesbury were 
looking good at 4/64 when opening bowler “Cousey” was 
brought back for his second spell. He proceeded to 
demolish the opposition taking 5/9 (including 3 bowled 
wickets) with Hawkesbury bowled out for 81. Toby’s 5/9 
remained the best figures for the entire U11 DCA 
competition and the only 5-for. Toby has prodigious out 
swing and is a fearsome site for batsmen as he runs in 
and explodes through the crease. As another of our 
opening bowlers, Toby took 11 wickets at 13.2 across 13 
matches in the DCA comp and Newcastle carnival – a 
fine season! 
 
William “Gus” Gustafson (also known as “Jeopardy”) 

Every team has their “Mr Cricket” and Gus was ours – he 
is a student of the game and simply loves the 
camaraderie that the team environment offers. Always 
the first to ask a question and provide his opinions on the 
game (hence his other nickname – Jeopardy), Gus was 
a pleasure to have in the team. As our number 5 batsmen, Gus always showed good 
technique (particularly on the front foot) and valued his wicket highly. He was involved in a 

Toby proudly raises the match 
ball after his Round 1 5-wicket 

haul 



 

number of crucial 5th wicket partnerships of note during the season when we had lost 
some early wickets and needed to consolidate and build a total. His 60 run stand with JB 
in the qualifying final was a great example where Gus stood up to the challenge – a great 
team player. 

 
Luke “Neil” Harvey 

Luke is someone who has thrived under the rep cricket environment and has shown great 
improvement as an all-round cricketer from being part of this set-up. He soaks up 
everything he is told and puts it into practice – an absolute joy to coach. Luke worked hard 
on his batting this season and was able to come in during pressure situations – never easy 
but the experience has been invaluable. The benefits from his rep season really showed in 
the back half of the club season where he really came on in leaps and bounds with both 
bat and ball. I really look forward to “Neil” going on to great heights in 2015/16. As a 
fielder, “Neil” is one of the best – very athletic and pounces on anything coming his way. 
He was one of the leaders for most catches this season. “Neil” also had the honour singing 
the team song after each victory which he did each week with pride and passion – well 
done Luke! 
 
Lachlan “Johno” Johnson 

Lachie was our primary wicket-keeper and number 4 
batsmen. Lachie has really matured as a keeper over the 
course of the season culminating in him being named 
“Fielder of the Carnival” at our Newcastle Carnival in 
January. Across the whole rep season Lachie 
accumulated 7 catches, 10 run outs and 4 stumpings – 
quite a tally! Lachie has been a very solid batsman 
throughout, accumulating 191 runs across the DCA 
season and carnival. His 53 runs partnership with Gus in 
Round 1 was half the team total and really set us up for 
something to defend. I really think with the experience 
Lachie has gained this season he is destined to start 
putting together some big scores in the coming season. 
Johno – you have been a magnificent contributor to the 
team!  

Lachie was awarded the Fielder of 
the carnival at Newcastle 

 
Logan “Logo” Nicey 

Logan started the season as one of our wicket-keepers and evolved into being an opening 
batsman. “Logo’s” career as an opening bat started in Round 3 where he was rock solid 
playing a superb anchor role to combine with Joel for a 65 run partnership and put us in a 
great position against Camden. As the season progressed, “Logo” really took to the 
opener role playing in further memorable partnerships. Always energetic in the field, Loges 
was brilliant in the field and an absolute gentleman off it – a real pleasure to coach and 
see him improvement as a genuine DCA batsman through his hard work and dedication. 
 
Harrison “Dougie” Ryals 

An enduring memory was Harry thundering into bowl with his left arm-inswingers with Dad 
David yelling “Go Dougie” as the ball hooped in to unsuspecting batsmen. “Dougie’s” 
brand of left arm in-swingers was a perfect combination when bowling with the likes of 
Hugo and Toby and really helped us get those breakthroughs before introducing spin into 
the attack. “Dougie’s” return this season was excellent with 8 wickets in both the DCA and 



 

Newcastle carnival – an amazing 16 wickets at 9.6 with close to 1/3 of his overs being 
maidens – pressure bowling with the well deserved rewards. Harry was also a very handy 
batsmen in the lower order, capable of getting quick runs when needed. 
 
Tom “Woody” Wood 

Tom, as an all-rounder with loads of ability has a bright future ahead of him. He opened 
the batting for much of the season but also made his mark as an attacking middle order 
bat. With 143 runs across the rep season I really see him going on to convert some big 
scores next season as he is an exciting run-maker. As a right-arm leggie, Woody’s 
combination with spin-twin “Sticky” was unbelievable – we would normally get 20 overs 
straight from them, during which time matches were won on the pressure these boys built. 
Woody ultimately took 12 wickets across the whole rep season. In the field, Woody was 
outstanding, showing incredible reflexes and a terrific throwing arm to notch up 6 catches 
and 6 run-outs over the season. 
 

 
 

 
 
DCA Creak Shield: Match Results 
 

DCA Round 1 26-Oct-14 Manly 107 defeated Hawkesbury 81 

Lachlan Johnson - 39 
Will Gustafson - 19 
Harry Ryals - 12 

Toby Cousemacker - 5/9  (7 overs) 
Joel Davies - 2/10  (7 overs) and 2 run outs 
Hugo Cawsey - 1/9  (4 overs) 

16 maidens out of 35.4 bowled by the team!!! 

 

 

 

 



 

DCA Round 2 2-Nov-14 Parramatta 5/157 defeated by Manly 4/158 

Joel Davies - 112 n.o. (89 balls, 19 fours) 
Will Gustafson - 10 (55 run partnership) 

Davies/Gustafson - 55 run partnership 
Davies/Buchanan - 49 n.o. partnership 
Davies/Chick - 32 run partnership 

Ky Broome - 2/22 Harry Ryals - 1/7 
Jack Chick - 1/12 Tom Wood - 1/43 

Team total of 12 maidens 

 

DCA Round 3 9-Nov-14 Manly 9/193 defeated Camden 124 

James Buchanan - 60 
Joel Davies - 57 
Ky Broome - 26 n.o. 
Logan Nicey – 14 

Nicey/Davies - 65 run partnership 
Buchanan/Ryals - 33 run partnership 
Buchanan/Broome - 44 run partnership 

Harrison Ryals - 2/14 Joel Davies - 2/19 
Ky Broome - 2/22 Jack Chick - 1/8 
Toby Cousemacker - 1/12 Tom Wood - 1/20 

14 maidens bowled from 46 overs 

 

DCA Round 4 16-Nov-14 Manly 8-160 tied with Central Coast 10-160 

Joel Davies - 37 
Tom Wood - 32 
Lachlan Johnson - 32 

Wood/Davies - 68 run partnership 

James Buchanan - 2/12 
Ky Broome - 2/19 
Harry Ryals - 2/22 
Tom Wood - 2/37 

Memorable moment: Central Coast 9-159 with 15 balls left. They pushed a ball into the gap and 
ran one, turned for the second and winning run. The Central Coast players and fans lined the 
sideline ready to invade the field. Joel threw an accurate return from the deep, over the stumps 
and Logan Nicey calmly gloved the ball and removed the bails, OUT RUN-OUT. The match is a 
tie! 

 

DCA Round 5 23-Nov-14 Manly 6-190 defeated Northern Districts 126 

Joel Davies - 115 
Lachlan Johnson - 20 
James Buchanan - 15 n.o. 

Wood/Davies - 70 run partnership  

Hugo Cawsey - 3/16 (6 overs) 
Harry Ryals - 2/31 (8 overs) 
Ky Broome - 2/24 (10 overs) 
Tom Wood - 2/23 (10 overs) 

Manly finished top of the table – minor premiers! 

 

DCA Qualifying Final 30-Nov-14 Manly 7-172 defeated Northern Districts 10-95 

James Buchanan - 55 
Joel Davies - 51 
Will Gustafson - 20 
Jack Chick - 12 

Wood/Davies - 45 run partnership 
Gustafson/Buchanan - 60 run partnership 

Jack Chick - 3/23 
Ky Broome - 2/6 (10 overs, 6 maidens) 
Hugo Cawsey - 2/10 (8 overs, 4 maidens) 
Tom Wood - 1/19 (10 overs 3 maidens) 
Joel Davies - 1/9  
Toby Cousemacker - 1/18 
 
Lachlan Johnson - 2 stumpings 
James Buchanan - 2 catches first slip 

17 maidens bowled from 45 overs 

Manly into semis - The boys charged to the shed and the song was sung load and proud 



 

 

DCA Semi Final 7-Dec-14 
Manly 9-132 (50 Overs) drew with Blacktown 3-46 
(22 overs) 

Joel Davies - 67 
Jack Chick - 13 

Nicey/Davies - 40 run partnership 
Davies/Gustafson - 48 run partnership 

Ky Broome – 1/6 (6 overs, 3 maidens) 
Hugo Cawsey – 0/3 (3 overs) 
Toby Cousemacker – 0/11 (5 overs) 
Jack Chick – 0/1 (2 overs) 
Tom Wood - 0/11 (5 overs) 

When the game was abandoned Blacktown were 3-46 off 22 overs - Manly were 2-55 at 22 overs. 
Manly through to grand final due to higher position on ladder. 

 

DCA Grand Final 14-Dec-14 Manly 121 defeated by North Shore 4/125 (47th over) 

Joel Davies - 53 
Tom Wood - 13 
Jack Chick - 11 

Ky Broome - 2/15 (10 overs, 5 maidens) 
Tom Wood - 1/23 
 
Lachlan Johnson (wicket keeper) - 2 catches 

Well done boys on an outstanding season! We only lost one game but look at the season you all 
had. You all did yourselves, your families and Manly proud. 

 

Ross Denny 

Co-Coach 
 
 

 
 
 



 

President’s Cup – Under 11 
 

2014/15 Under 11 President’s Cup Champions 

 
What a great initiation into representative cricket for all the boys lifting their intensity, 
enthusiasm and willing to learn which was required to winning the President Cup 
Competition. 
 

 

The U11 President Cup team taking a well earned break 

 
An extremely satisfying 5 month journey from a coaching perspective starting with our 1st 
trial vs. Sutherland whom we managed to beat 3 times throughout the season and most 
importantly the grand final. 
 
I thoroughly enjoyed all aspects of coaching the boys, improving their fielding, humour on 
a Friday afternoon, trust amongst each other and most importantly shaking my hand after 
every training session. 
 
Here is a quick summary on each player: 
 



 

Jackson Griffiths - Joint captained and played a crucial innings in the final with a well 

compiled 20 under pressure and showed lovely pair of hands in the slips. 
 
Ned Patterson - Joint captained and led the team very well with some nice bowling 
changes and subtle field placings. Swung the new ball nicely and played some nice 
cameos with the bat. 

 
Hayden Calvert - our only wicket keeper who kept superbly 
throughout the entire rep season combined with some 
excellent innings at the top of the order. Scored a great 50 at 
our home ground at Griffiths Park and raised his bat to 
everyone in Collaroy. 
 
Harrison O’Brien - Leading run scorer with 116 runs 
showing very solid technique at the top of the order. Bowled 
very nice medium pacers and developed an excellent slower 
ball. 
 
Nathan Colyer - Quality all-rounder in the making showing 
glimpses with the bat and consistent bowling and an 
outstanding gully catch in the final. 
 
Josh Pritchard - Batted high in the order averaging 18 and 
played some timely innings under pressure chasing totals to 
get the boys home. 
 
Milo May - Another quality all-rounder who bowled at good 
pace mostly into the wind and timed the ball nicely albeit in 
the air too much for some dads liking. 
 
Kuan Brown – Was absolutely dynamite in the field adding 
another dimension to our fielding with some excellent 
catching and run outs. Swung the ball nicely picking up 8 
crucial wickets. 

 
Ben Eady - Our into the wind new ball bowler who did a fantastic job with a lovely action 

causing batsmen problems every game. When Benny was 
given his chance with the blade he showed what a heavy ball 
he can hit scoring valuable runs under pressure in the final. 
 
Tyko Williamson - Bowled some fiery opening spells with the 
new ball getting his team off to nice starts. Fielded In the ring 
and made some tough catches look very easy. 
 
Jimmy Downs – A pleasure to coach who worked really hard 
on his batting and rewarded with a crucial partnership in the 
final allowing the team to defend 150. Bowled a consistent line 
and caught some nice catches at mid-on. 
 
Raja Ganeshraj – He transformed himself from a medium 

pacer to a quality off spinner leading the wicket tally with 13 at 
an average of 6. His off break between bat and pad vs. 

Hayden Calvert celebrates 
his maiden half century – 62 

n.o. in Round 3 



 

Sutherland was my highlight of the competition, also an 
excellent fielder and chipped in with the bat in the final. 
 
Special thank you to Jeff Downs for his managerial skills and 
making life easy for all concerned, Heather and Ben Eady for 
looking after team social events at their house, all the dads for 
helping with Friday throw downs and Rob’s illustrious leg 
breaks, and to  Chris O’Brien for his compulsory match report  
reading on a Monday morning. 
 
Thanks also to my great mate Dickie Fry for all his help at our 
Friday training sessions. 
 
Congratulations to everyone involved in the success of the 
Manly cricket club from the seniors to the U11s - the 
relationship has been fantastic and our boys still talk about 

their fielding session they had on Manly oval Friday afternoon before the grand final. 
 
Finally it was just so pleasing to see how all families embraced the rep season and forged 
lasting friendships. 
 

Thanks 
Mark Patterson - Coach 2014-2015 

 

 

The U11 President Cup team honour Phillip Hughes with one minutes silence 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 12 Season Report 

 

 
 

DCA Team: Sam Barnett, James Brock, Michael Drake, Kale Gabila, Sam 
Greenland, Sam Jones, Oscar Lucius, Oliver Melville, Luke 
Morley, Thomas Phelps, Nick Taylor, Sid Williams 

President’s Cup Team: Joe O'Brien (captain), Samuel Dunn, Evan Dunnachie, Euan 
Harris, Noah Kasmar, Noah Moss, Dominic Murphy, Matthew 
Priest, Luke Richardson, Xavier Ryan, Henry Thomas, Lachlan 
Trewartha 

Filled in: Dylan Bradstreet (Round 1) 

Coaches: Matthew Phelps (DCA) 

John Jackson, Ross Trewartha (President’s Cup) 

Managers: Richard Gabila (DCA), Ross Trewartha (President’s Cup) 

Players of the Year: Sam Greenland (DCA) 

Evan Dunnachie (President’s Cup) 

 
 

DCA Arch Cawsey Shield – Under 12 
 

2014/15 DCA Arch Cawsey Shield Semi-finalists 

2015 Lismore Under 12 Carnival Finalists and Runners-up 

 
Another fantastic season from a great playing group and wonderful parents! 
 
The Manly Warringah U/12 DCA team for 2014/15 retained much of the nucleus of the 
talented team of 2013/14. The 2014/15 squad lost Joel Davies and James Forbes but we 
gained the talented pair of Samuel Jones and Samuel Barnett. 
 



 

The team didn’t reach the same heights of the previous season but we came very close. A 
storm in the DCA semi-final curtailed our chance to reach the final and retain our title. A no 
result was an unfortunate outcome for the players who worked very hard to be in a 
position to contest the final. After winning the Newcastle U/11 carnival in January 2014, 
the squad travelled to Lismore and reached the 2015 final only to go down to the strong 
North Shore outfit. 
 
As the coach of the team, it was a pleasure to coach such a great bunch of players, 
players with high standards and players with immense talent. The players enjoy each 
others company, are supportive of each other and enjoy the abundance of success 
individuals and the team has enjoyed this season. 

 

A few quick comments about each player: 
 
Sid Williams 
Sid captained the team throughout the season and provided consistent leadership to the 
boys. Sid’s bowling under pressure and with the new ball was a highlight. His calmness is 
certainly a great trait for a captain and Sid exudes this quality. He probably didn't perform 
to the level he would have liked (or capable) with the bat. A couple of technical 
improvements in Lismore resulted in better results. Hopefully this creates a great 
foundation for improved confidence and better results next season.  
 
James Brock 
James probably didn't reach the level of performance he desired during the season but 
team members and parents saw touches of brilliance. His match winning innings with 
Oscar Lucius against South Eastern was certainly one that everyone involved wishes to 
see again. When on top of his game and focused James is one of the leaders in the 
fielding group and regularly creates run outs and catches from nothing. Through a 
determined approach in 2015, James has the ability and potential opportunity to lead the 



 

team from the top of the order and make the spot his own. 
 
Michael Drake 

Michael enjoyed a relatively consistent year but below his own expectations after the 
standard of his performances in 2013/14. He regularly made it to 15 but unfortunately 
never posted a score that he is capable and the team required. Michael's leg spin was 
watched very closely this season. Michael and his family have left the district so we look 
forward to playing against him next season. 
 
Kale Gabila 
Kale enjoyed a solid year of representative cricket. His batting overall created solid results 
without really going on and making the season one to remember. Kale always creates a 
buzz when he bats and his energy is contagious. He led the way in Lismore with dominant 
displays over the first few days to set the team on the path to the final. He is regularly 
popping up with a diving catch or creating a run out chance from nothing. Kale has a great 
opportunity in 2015 to increase the consistency of his output and see his bat raised in the 
air more often. 
 
Samuel Greenland 
Sam enjoyed an extremely consistent 2014 representative season. Through his consistent 
temperament, you always know what you are going to get from Sam. He only goes for 1-2 
runs an over. He regularly scores 15 or more. He rarely misses a catch and generally 
throws the ball at the stumps for a run out. Sam dominated the match against Inner West 
Harbour where he scored 23 not out and took 3-13 of 7.2 overs. Sam has the foundation 
of becoming a dominant player in the coming years as his strength and maturity grows and 
his level of risk increases at the same rate.  
 
Samuel Jones 

Sam joined the team in 2014 having played President Cup in 2013. Sam quickly took to 
the task with a match winning innings in the first DCA match supporting Tom Phelps to get 
the team over the line. His bowling was inconsistent at times, but he regularly had a knack 
of creating opportunities for wickets. Sam was dynamic in the field. He regularly took that 
catch that no-one thought he would be able to take or pick the ball up clean to potentially 
make the impossible run out. 
His fielding ability was 
rewarded with the overall 
fielding award at the Lismore 
carnival. The positive aspect 
to Sam is that he is an 
athlete with so much upside. 
I look forward to seeing his 
development in the coming 
seasons.  
 
Oscar Lucius 
Oscar is one of the glues in 
the team. His contagious 
energy behind the stumps is 
invaluable to the team and 
they regularly feed of his 
positive mindset. Oscar has 
an extremely sound pair of 



 

hands and rarely misses 
an opportunity to seize 
the ascendency with a 
wicket. His ability to 
execute a run out from a 
poorly directed throw 
continues to inspire his 
teammates. His match 
winning innings with 
James Brock was a 
season highlight and his 
semi-final innings in 
Lismore certainly 
showed that he is 
capable of much much 
more.  
 
Oliver Melville 

Ollie enjoyed a very 
consistent 2014 
campaign. Ollie arrived 

at trials in July boasting a bigger frame and his bowling saw the benefits. Ollie was 
certainly our most consistent bowler in 2014/15 but unfortunately he didn't get the wickets 
he deserved. This wasn't due to teammates missing opportunities but more his ability to 
beat the bat and not get an edge or hit the stumps. His economy rate of 1.47 was one of 
the best in the competition and testament to his consistency. He also has the shots and 
ability to be a damaging late middle order batsman we just need to find the consistency to 
exploit his qualities. 
 
Luke Morley 

Luke produced many consistent spells of leg spin bowling but in 2014/15 he didn't make 
the breakthroughs he did in 2013/14. This certainly was not a result of lack of training, 
preparation or quality of bowling. The game situations were very different in 2014/15 and 
his exploits from the previous season meant that oppositions played his bowling very 
cautiously. Luke is a competent batter who has to maintain his work ethic, but better shot 
selection and confidence will certainly result in better results. 
 
Thomas Phelps 

Tom completed an inconsistent DCA campaign in 2014/15. A commanding 67n.o. and 
3/30 in round one created confidence and knowledge that he was capable of such 
exploits. We saw splatterings of quality at other times but Tom lacked the consistency to 
make his mark on the competition. The desire to succeed coupled with the technical and 
tactical capabilities provide a great foundation for success. We just need the results in the 
scorebook. 
 
Nick Taylor 

Nick was another who showed much promise of a quality season but unfortunately was 
unable to deliver consistently. Season highlight in a low scoring match against Fairfield, 
Nick top scored with 23, took 1/12 of 7 overs with a catch and a run out. Nick consistently 
makes a start to his innings but needs to maintain his game plan to maximize his immense 
talent. His bowling was extremely effective in matches but unfortunately he was unable to 
maintain the pressure on batters to create wicket opportunities. He is an outstanding 



 

fielder, rarely drops a catch and is ever present when a run out is available. 
 
John Jackson must be congratulated for his huge contribution to the program. He coached 
the President Cup team, didn’t miss a training session and didn’t have a relative in the 
program. Extremely selfless from John and credit must go to him for the improvement the 
President Cup squad displayed during the entire summer. John was always supportive of 
the DCA squad and always adjusted his sessions if the DCA required extra room for game 
specific practice.  
 
The other contributors to the team were the parents. Without their incredible support the 
boys would not have played so well. 
 
Richard Gabila (Team Manager) and his wife Gabi must be congratulated for their tireless 
support of the team. Their organisation was tremendous and endless as the season went 
on. The best Team Managers leave nothing to chance and are generally one step ahead 
of the coach. Richard & Gabi are the best Team Managers a coach could ask for. 

 

My personal thanks must be conveyed to Andrew Melville who didn’t miss a training 
session, assisted in any way possible and providing a positive contribution to the entire 
team. Mark Taylor provided great guidance to the coach and players. He always 
emphasized the positive way the game needed to be played. His cricket background 
played a key role in educating team strategies to the players and maintaining the intensity 



 

at training. Adam Lucius, Simon Greenland, Ashley Jones, Karen Brock, Mark Williams 
and Neil & Lisa Barnett also contributed to the quality, intensity and desired outcomes at 
training during the summer. 
 
Melinda Gainsford-Taylor was also instrumental in improving the movement of our players. 
During most training sessions Mel took the U/12’s for 10-15mins of running technique, 
speed and agility which culminated in our players getting to the ball faster, taking the catch 
easier and running between the wickets faster. Mel’s positive outlook and personal 
experiences as an athlete played a key role in the management of the players and the 
group dynamics. 
 
Adam Lucius undertook the role of chief script/match reporter for the team to the 
association after each match. It was always great to read Adam’s analysis of the match 
and replay the achievements of the boys on the Monday after the game. 
 
Every successful team has a support network. The parents and extended families linked to 
our team must be congratulated for their selfless, unwavering encouragement of the 
playing group. The chemistry of the parents has led to chemistry in the team and created 
the outstanding results the team has enjoyed over the past 2 years. May this dynamic 
continue over the coming seasons! 
 
The team has immense talent, strong competitive drive, mental strength and most 
importantly contains good respectful people. They are a credit to their parents and 
themselves. All of the above qualities don’t guarantee success. The only thing missing 
within the team is the single mindedness of individuals who seek personal success. We 
need the drive to turn a twenty into a fifty or a fifty into a hundred. I look forward to being 
involved in some capacity in 2015/16. 
 

Matthew Phelps 
Coach 

May 2015 
 

 
 

President’s Cup – Under 12 
 

The squad had significant turnover with the team that played Hornsby in Game 1 having 
six new players to rep cricket. This season’s competition had a large gap in standard 
between the top three clubs and the bottom three sides. We improved from a mid- table 
side to a side capable of challenging the top teams. Our team was not dominated by the 
efforts of one or two players but rather the efforts of all players. Joe O’Brien is an astute 
captain showing a tactical ability above his years. 
 

 
 
Match Summaries: 

Hornsby 7-282 (E Dunnachie 4-31) def. Manly 7-99 (L Richardson 47) at Dural Park 

Hornsby won the toss and batted first in ‘sauna bath’ heat. The Hornsby number 3 (new to 
rep cricket) scored an impressive hundred. He went on to be the highest run scorer in the 
competition and played a critical part in Hornsby’s premiership. 
 



 

This was a testing morning. Dom Murphy took two catches on debut and kept well in 

adverse conditions. Dylan Bradstreet proved a more than useful substitute taking two 
catches and fielding well in the heat. Evan Dunnachie commanded respect with the ball. 
 
The weather changed dramatically at lunch and storms interrupted play. Luke Richardson 
and Matt Priest batted attackingly and took the game up to Hornsby before the game was 
called off due to lightning. 

 
 
Manly 10/140 (J O’Brien 39, L Richardson 19, M Priest 17, L Trewartha 15) def. Penrith 
11-86 (E Dunnachie 3-16, X Ryan 4-21) at Collaroy Plateau Park 

A score of 140 on a slow plateau park put the pressure on our opponents. Joe O’Brien led 
from the front to anchor our innings. Lachlan Trewartha played the slugger role well. 
 
A rain delay gave Penrith a chance in the game with them needing 50 runs off 11 overs. 
We bowled tightly and fielded very well to win the match. An excellent catch in the outfield 
by a well placed Luke Richardson was critical. Xavier Ryan bowled and fielded very well in 
this period. 
 
This was a good win after a tough start versus Hornsby the previous week. 
 
Newcastle 11-29 and 5-92 def by Manly 11-100 (N Kasmar 23) at Smith Park, Newcastle 

We travelled to Newcastle for the second successive year. It was a mild day with a slow 
outfield. Newcastle won the toss and batted. Our bowling proved too strong for the 
opposing batters. 
 
Noah Kasmar held our innings together. 
 
Manly 11-99 (N Moss 34 H Thomas 16) def by Sutherland 10-102 (S Dunn 2-16 N Moss 
3-16) at Collaroy Plateau Park 



 

This was a nail biting loss to last season’s premiers. Noah Moss starred in the match. His 
34 anchored our innings and combined with a five ball 16 by Henry Thomas gave us 
something to defend. 
 
Our medium pacers and spinner Lachlan Trewartha bowled very tightly to build pressure 
and then Noah Moss took 3 wickets to break the game wide open. Sutherland passed us 
10 down in the last over. This result was a measure of our improvement. 
 
Manly 6-171 (J O’Brien 29, H Thomas 42) def. Northern Districts 11-49 (E Dunnachie 3-
6) at Upjohn Park 

A solid platform was established by Joe O’Brien, Noah Moss, Euan Harris and Matt Priest.  
Then Henry Thomas and Noah Kasmar combined beautifully in a partnership of 60 to run 
ND ragged. We need to see more batting partnerships like this. Henry’s 42 included 
boundaries to all parts of the ground. 
 
Early wickets to San Dunn and Evan Dunnachie combined with excellent catching support 
from Dom Murphy and Xavier Ryan put ND on the ropes. 
 
North Shore 11-214 (S Dunn 5-45) def. Manly 10-148 (J O’Brien 23, M Priest 42*) at 
Loftberg Oval 

This game was closer than the scorebook shows. North Shore batted first on a fast and 
rough Loftberg Oval. We did well to have them at 5-87 but missed a critical opportunity.  
Lachlan Trewartha bowled 8 straight overs of excellent off spin. Sam Dunn finished with 5 
wickets which was a just reward for consistent bowling all season. 
 
With Noah Moss injured Dominic Murphy opened the batting and took his chance in a 
promising opening partnership with Joe O’Brien. Matt Priest batted well to finish a strong 
season. 

John Jackson 
 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 13 Season Report 

 

 
 

DCA Team: Ned Barnet, Aidan Bennett, Jarod Colyer, Lucas Heffernan, Jack 
Hobson, Bailey Kenzie, Joel McGregor, Lachlan Molyneux, Finn 
Nixon-Tomko, Hilton Ovenden, Ben Watts, Bill Williams 

President’s Cup Team: Anton Callow, Will Davidson, Kai Davies, Liam Dinan, Oliver 
Little, Callum McKay, Jack Melchiore, Brynn Mendel, Jake 
Osborne, Josh Park, William Rogers, Ashish Sharda, Luka 
Vajdic 

Jeremy Tolman (injured) 

Coaches: Paul Heffernan, Craig Tomko (DCA) 

Giles Park (President’s Cup), Rob Melchiore (Assistant) 

Managers: Judie Kenzie (DCA), Scott Osborne (President’s Cup) 

Players of the Year: Jarod Colyer (DCA) 

Jake Osborne (President’s Cup) 

 
 

DCA W.S. Gee Shield – Under 13 
 

The team had to overcome a mental obstacle at the start of the year, after being placed in 
a group, containing both last year’s grand final teams .After losing our first game, the boys 
worked harder leading up to the last game of the season, which proved to be the highlight 
of the year- against the champion team for last two years, Central Coast. We lost this 
game, but gained some confidence in the fact that we could have won the game!! The 
boys showed great nerve in chasing down an imposing total of 212 at Balgowlah oval 
falling short by 14 runs. No finals this year, but finished the season with an accomplished 
performance, to set them up for the challenges in years ahead.  
 
Fantastic opportunity for four of our players this season, after being selected for the U13 
NSW State Challenge held in Dubbo during January. Recognition  of the following players 
for their individual performances this year - Jarod Colyer, Joel McGregor, Ned Barnet, Ben 
Watts. Congratulations to the players in being selected for this inaugural event, playing 
against the best players in the state. 



 

 
Our player of the year award was closely contested again this season, with Jarod Colyer 
nominated as our champion player this season, after some consistent performances at the 
top of the order. Jarod lead our batting aggregate and averages, as well as being involved 
in the four highest partnerships for the first four wickets. Personal high score of 64 runs 
under pressure, against eventual winners, Central Coast. Selected for Dubbo U13 state 
challenge tournament. Congratulations Jarod on well-deserved award. 
 
After three years, this is my last year involved with coaching this fine bunch of boys. It truly 
has been an absolute privilege to be able to observe their skill level evolve from that first 
year of reps as a raw eleven year old, to where they are today. Magnificent and talented 
group of players-thank you very much for the enjoyment you have provided me!! Wish the 
playing group all the best for the following seasons under the new coach.  
 
Thanks to the parent group for their support and understanding over the years. Never easy 
being a parent on the sidelines, understanding that every mum/dad wants their boy to bat 
up top of order or bowl five overs!! 
 
Special thanks to Craig Tomko, who has been a very special contributor to this playing 
group over the last three years. His cricket knowledge, gleaned from years of playing 
grade cricket, has been invaluable to the team and myself. Thanks Craig.  
 
Thank you, to our manager this year, Judy Kenzie for her tireless efforts in ensuring 
season ran smoothly. 
 

Paul Heffernan & Craig Tomko 

U13 DCA Coaches 
 
 



 

DCA Gee Shield: Match Results 
 

DCA Round 1 26-Oct-14 Manly 10/145 defeated by Hornsby 6/146 

Bill Williams 35 runs, Joel McGregor 34 
runs, Jarod Colyer 23 runs 

Ned Barnet 2/40 

 Jarod (23) & Joel (34) putting on an opening stand of 49 runs off 14 overs  

 Bill Williams (35) showed enterprising batting with team struggling at 5/82 

 Sharp catch  taken by Bill Williams, down at deep backward square leg 
 
 

DCA Round 2 2-Nov-14 Manly 4/133 defeated Georges River St George 134 

Joel McGregor 71 runs, Hilton Ovenden 20 
runs 

Bill Williams 2/27, Bailey Kenzie 1/10 

 Bailey finishing with 1/10 (10 overs), including 6 maidens in a row.  

 Opening stand of 42 runs by Joel (71) & Jarod (8) 

 83 run partnership between Joel (71) & Hilton (20) 
 
 

DCA Round 3 9-Nov-14 Manly 8/187 defeated Inner West Harbour 8/129 

Jarod Colyer 46 runs, Joel McGregor 38 
runs, Hilton Ovenden 33 runs 

Ben Watts 3/12, Ned Barnet 2/18, Bailey 
Kenzie 1/12 

 Our openers Jarod (46) & Joel (38), got us off to another great start putting on 66 
runs off 23 overs 

 72 run  partnership between  Hilton (33) & Jarod(46) 

 Lost 6/18 going after quick runs, after being 2/138 in 37th over 

 11 maidens shared, by spinners Ben (3/12) & Ned (2/18) 
 
 

DCA Round 4 16-Nov-14 Manly 4/125 defeated Northern Districts 50 & 7/97 

Finn Nixon-Tomko  56 runs, Jarod 
Colyer 18 runs, Bill Williams 26 runs 

Ben Watts 3/2, Ned Barnet 4/12, Bailey 
Kenzie 1/8, Lucas Heffernan 2/4 (2 overs) 

 Miserly spell of spin bowling by Ben, 3/2 off seven overs 

 Meanwhile, Ned Barnet was weaving a spell, ending up with 4/12 off seven  

 With Manly wheeling at 2/7, Finn (56) knocked up his maiden half century 

 Bill whacking 26 runs off 29 balls 

 Lucas picking up wicket with first ball of his spell with his mediums and then another 
in his next over, to keep outright dream alive. 

 
 

DCA Round 5 23-Nov-14 Manly 8/199 defeated by Central Coast 5/212 

Jarod Colyer 64 runs, Lucas Heffernan 43 
runs, Ned Barnet  22 runs 

Lachlan Molyneux 2/31, Bailey Kenzie 2/51, 
Ben Watts 1/26 

 Aiden bowled a great first spell, to have only 9 runs off his opening four overs.   

 Electrifying 74 run partnership off 15 overs, between Jarod (64) & Lucas (43 off 50 
balls) to keep Manly’s run chase on track 

 Ned (22) & Lachlan (15) gave some hope in the end with 36 runs off 5 overs. 



 

President’s Cup – Under 13 
 

2014/15 Under 13 President’s Cup Champions (Undefeated) 

 

 
 
Another undefeated season for the Under 13 Presidents Cup Team started off badly with 
Jeremy Tolman not being able to train due to injury.  Jeremy had been placed in the 
Presidents Team after sadly breaking a bone in his leg during the winter which he would 
eventually not recover from in time to represent the Presidents team this season.  Mid-way 
through our second game, Will Rogers (our opening bowler) picked up a shoulder injury, 
this would subsequently keep him out for the rest of the season.  Nevertheless, one 
person’s loss is another person’s gain and, in both instances, Will Davidson and Liam 
Dinan stepped in and gave it their all, both performing admirably. 
 
The boys trained very well this year taking on board most of what we were trying to teach 
them.  Pre-season went well with extra Sunday morning net sessions and a big thank you 
to Ben Falconer who plays grade cricket at Manly, for giving up his time to help coach the 
boys – this was much appreciated by all.  Also a big thank you to Steve Callow for 
providing some excellent training drills, and my two right-hand men, Rob Melchiore and 
Scott Osborne.  
 
It was excellent to really mix things up in training this year as young lads tend to have a 
very short attention span.  The emphasis was on fun and interesting drills, creating 
competition amongst the boys.  We obviously worked on all three aspects of the game: 
batting, bowling and fielding, but tried to emphasise that fielding is a part of the game that 
should be enjoyed as it is part of the game that we do far more than batting or bowling. 



 

The boys definitely bought into this as performances improved markedly as the season 
progressed. 
 
Everyone had a fantastic week of cricket up in Ballina. We went with the approach that we 
would mix up the batting and bowling orders so that everyone could get involved and enjoy 
the games. Needless to say we were all shattered at the end of the week. 
 
An excellent bunch of lads and a great set of parents to spend summer with and even 
though we won The Presidents Cup for the 2nd year running, we still have a great deal to 
improve on for next season. 
 
Anton Callow – Anton found runs hard to come by but never gave up and recorded his 
best knock of the season (23) away in Ballina during our last match on tour. He managed 
to buy a few wickets by tempting the batsmen with some excellent spin bowling and was 
not afraid to give the ball plenty of air. Anton’s highlight of the season has to be his run out 
in the grand final. Fielding at deep square leg and with only one stump to aim at, he 
scored a direct hit that left the Central Coast batsman well adrift. 
 
Ashish Sharda – Ash would often come on 1st or 2nd change and proceed to tie batsmen 
down with some great swing bowling. He does not put a great deal of pace on his 
deliveries but he has managed to perfect the art of landing the ball on pretty much the 
same spot each time, known as the corridor of uncertainty. He saved his best til last and 
recorded figures of 2-8 in the grand final. Ash’s highlight for me though occurred during a 
pre-season game when, not known for his batting, he and Will Davidson put on a stand of 
50 to help us win the game. 
 
Brynn Mendel – Brynn had an excellent season behind 
the stumps and with the bat.  He ended up opening in the 
last few games and was not out on both occasions.  
Brynn can hit a ball a very long way but must keep 
believing in himself.  Highlight was surely receiving 
Player of the Tournament in Ballina – a fantastic 
achievement for a Presidents Cup player. 
 
Callum McKay – Callum regularly opened the bowling 
as he had the previous season where he bowled very 
well without a great deal of luck. This season he not only 
bowled extremely well but he also got his just rewards 
with the highlight being his 4-8 from 10 overs in 
extremely windy conditions in our away win at 
Sutherland. Callum also recorded 4-7 while on tour up in 
Ballina. After much hard work in training, he finally began 
to reap the rewards on match days.  
 
Jack Melchiore – Our other opening bat progressed as 
the season went on.  Along with Brynn, he also remained 
not out in the last two games.  After a bit of self-doubt early on in the season, his 
confidence eventually grew and he started to hit the ball during the game like we see him 
play in the nets.  After falling ill and sleeping all day during the last game in Ballina, he still 
managed to get off his sickbed to go out and bat – great attitude.  A fantastic pair of hands 
in the field and he didn’t drop a catch all season. 
 

Brynn Mendel was named 
Player of the Tournament at 

the U13 Ballina Carnival 



 

Jake Osborne – Jake has had the most amazing season that I think he’ll remember for 

the rest of his life.  After dropping down from the DCA Team, his attitude was first class 
and he has been scoring runs for fun all summer.  Over 800 runs in Saturday morning 
cricket and over 250 in rep cricket.  Jake scored the first 100 in our rep age group (108 not 
out in Newcastle).  A great attribute is that not once have I heard him brag about his 
success.  Well done on a magnificent season. 
 

 
 
Josh Park – Josh’s batting has improved greatly this season.  He enjoyed batting with 
Jake this summer with the pair of them putting on three good partnerships.  During one of 
our pre-season games away at North Shore in 38 degree heat, I retired Josh on 45 – a 
very good knock but I don’t think he has still forgiven me for not letting him get his 50.  
While on tour in Ballina, Josh opened the bowling and bowled extremely well throughout 
the week but with little luck. 
 
Kai Davies – Fantastic year claiming 16 wickets in total with best figures of 5-18 against 

Penrith. Kai often opened the bowling and always managed to completely tie down the 
opening batsmen. He bowled by far the most amount of overs and on several occasions 
bowled his ten overs straight through. Superb in the field and very handy with the bat. 
 
Luka Vajdic – our 2nd king of spin. This was Luka’s first year in reps and he bowled 
extremely well. He claimed 3-14 from 10 overs in the grand final. Luka is probably one of 
the most vocal in the field always shouting encouragement throughout the whole 50 overs. 
He has a good cricketing brain and knows what aspects of his game he needs to improve 
on. 
 
Liam Dinan – After Will Rogers was injured in our 2nd game, Liam stepped in and 
recorded great figures of 3-11 against Newcastle. A superb spell of bowling. As the 
season wore on, Liam matured as a player and he managed to transfer his excellent 



 

attitude in training to his performances on the cricket pitch. He can now be relied upon as 
a very accurate wicket taking bowler. 
 
Oliver Little – Ollie had his first year with the Presidents and captained the side along with 
Brynn Mendel.  Ollie earned his top score of 44 on his first outing against Hornsby.  He 
probably has the best technique of all the boys and is like lightening between the wickets.  
He just has to learn to hit the bad ball and I am sure he will then go on to become a very 
good player. Ollie can bowl with a great deal of pace and it all came together for him in the 
grand final when he recorded 2-4 from only 10 balls. 
 
Will Davidson – after the initial disappointment of missing out on Rep selection, Will 

stepped in after the door was opened to him due to injury. Very much a team player Will 
often sacrificed his own wicket in the pursuit of quick runs towards the end of an innings. 
He is very good at moving a game on and his running between the wickets is excellent. 
During our first pre-season game he managed to put on a stand of 50 with Ash, eventually 
winning the game. He found bowling a little more difficult this year but came good after 
Christmas with figures of 2-5 away to Sutherland. 
 
Will Rogers – The season started in a magnificent fashion for our opening quick by 
claiming a wicket with his first ball of the match against Hornsby. He went on to record 1-7 
off 9 overs with 4 maidens. Sadly in our 2nd game away at Penrith Will picked up a 
shoulder injury that would not see him bowl for the rest of the season. Will is definitely the 
most vocal member of the squad and can be heard shouting encouragement both on and 
off the field. Even though Will could not bowl he still came on tour to Ballina and played as 
a batsman and recorded his top score of 26 against a very strong Brisbane North team, 
who eventually went on to reach the final. 

 
Giles Park (Coach) 

 

 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 14 Season Report 
 

 
 

DCA Team: Byron Bates, Adrian Caproni, Oliver Davies, Luca Franks, 
William Greenland, Nathan Hogg, Liam House, Kyle Martin, 
Lachlan Scheffers, Justin Soo, Lennox Whittaker, Henry 
Wilkinson-Gill 

President’s Cup Team: Jake Alexander, Jordan Brewster, Jake de Angelis, Tom 
Fountain, Oscar Greenwood, Thomas Ivers, Harry Kantor-Smith, 
Fletcher Kirby, James Mulder, Jackson Rath, Mason Rutzou, 
Tenzin Tenkyong 

Coaches: Kevin Davies (DCA), Andy Franks (Assistant-DCA) 

Scott Brewster (President’s Cup) 

Managers: Iain Hogg (DCA), Alecia De Angelis (President’s Cup) 

Players of the Year: Oliver Davies (DCA) 

Harry Kantor-Smith (President’s Cup) 

 
 

DCA Harold Moore Shield – Under 14 
 

Hopes were high for a new look Manly U/14 DCA in the 2014/15 season. The selection 
trials had been plagued by bad weather but once the team was announced, no time was 
wasted in the preparation for the upcoming season. Four new faces were in the team, 
Byron Bates and Henry Wilkinson-Gill from Presidents and two rep debutants in Lennox 
Whittaker and Justin Soo. Our hopes were raised even higher after two solid 
performances in the trials against two of the competition heavyweights, Sutherland and 
North Shore. 
 
Several good individual performances in the trials had the coaching staff looking forward to 
the challenge ahead, with the hope of improving on the previous season quarter final 
appearance. Byron “Alright” Bates and Lennox were our new opening batting combination. 
Both made a number of starts but neither capitalised on these to go on to make big scores 
with Lennox highest score of 32 and Byron 15. Byron also helped out with the keeping at 
times to take the pressure off Lachie’s knees. Lennox’s fielding at times had to be seen to 



 

be believed. For such a big unit, his reflexes are amazing. Lennox adapted to rep cricket 
with ease and his larger than life personality soon made him a hit with his team mates. 
 
Ollie was the mainstay of the batting, posting the teams 
three highest individual scores of 72, 136 n.o. and 100. 
His 136 n.o. at Melwood was a great innings, marked by 
several scorching cover drives but his 100 against 
Penrith, in searing 45 degree heat was an innings of 
great character. Ollie also bowled his leggies and was 
the leading wicket taker with 7 wickets, with best figures 
being 4-20. Congratulations also go to Ollie for being 
named Manly U/14 DCA Rep player of the year. 
 
Kyle was given first shot at the no. 4 spot and also made 
a couple of good starts without going on with it, with a 
top score of 15. We all know how much ability he has 
and once he starts realising his potential, the runs are 
bound to come thick and fast. His fielding was 
outstanding and is a great defender of the boundary. 
 
Will has been earmarked as an opening bat by many a good judge but has spent the past 
couple of seasons in the middle order. He also made a couple of solid starts but failed to 
go on with it, with a highest score of 14. Will was handed the Vice Captaincy this season 
and in combination with Ollie, did a great job of leading the team. He also made several 
handy contributions with the ball, with best figures of 2-8. 
 
Adi was shifted down the order this season to try and keep him fresher for bowling with the 
new ball. He was called upon to bat in every game, making handy runs each time with a 
highest score of 25. Being our main strike bowler, Adi had many an opening bat jumping 
around in the crease, taking 6 wickets for the season with a best of 2-15. 
 

 



 

Luca made handy contributions with both bat and ball throughout the season with the 
highlight being in the game against Canterbury West where he made 29 and then took the 
ball for the last over, when Canterbury needed 10 to win off the last over. Luca held his 
nerve and we won by three runs. 
 
Lachie is our live-wire keeper and although he didn’t get a lot of opportunity to bat, when 
he did he would always get the running between the wickets cranked up and it was pity on 
the other batsman trying to keep up! Lachie finished the season off in style when he took 
the gloves off and had a bowl, with Penrith 9 wickets down and on their knees. Lachie 
showed them no mercy and finished them off with his very first delivery, not just of the 
match but of the season! 
 

 
 
Liam is a player who brings a lot of excitement to the game. He showed his potential in the 
trial against Sutherland, with arguably the ball of the season, to knock over their best bat. 
He also hits a mean ball but his season was marred by injury, first breaking a finger whilst 
taking a great outfield catch in the second trial and then damaging his shoulder not long 
after. Who knows what our season might have been with a fully fit Liam?  
 
Henry was recalled to the DCA team this season with the main intention of bowling his 
offies in tandem with Ollie’s leggies. Henry is renowned for bowling tight spells and didn’t 
let anyone down with several good spells in the season with best figures of 1-16. Henry 
didn’t get much of a chance with the bat but was able to pick off a few at the death several 
times. 
 
Nathan was up there with Adi as the pick of the quicks, often frustrating the batsmen with 
his nagging line and length. He returned best figures of 3-18 off 10 overs against South 
Eastern but one of his highlights was an outstanding caught and bowled against the 
Coasties. Nathan was almost always thrown in the deep end with the bat, but like Henry, 
managed to score a few handy runs. 
 
Justin, like Lennox, was totally new to the rep scene and struggled early on to find his 
place in the team. His net form had been immaculate in the trials but it wasn’t till the 4 th 
game against Canterbury West, that we got to see the bowling that the selectors had 
seen. While other bowlers were being carted around the park, Justin held firm to return the 



 

great figures of 1-18 from 9 overs, being unlucky not to grab another couple of poles, He 
backed it up the next week against Penrith with 0-9 from 6, a great finish to his debut DCA 
season. 
 
Stats don’t always tell a true story but this season one stat never rang so true – lack of 
batting partnerships. It’s very hard to win games without at least one, maybe two of these 
and the games we did win were based around at least one good partnership. The potential 
of our batsman is definitely there, it’s just a matter of realising it – simple! 
 

The bowling on the whole was pretty good, as a couple 
of the low scores we kept the opposition to were proof of 
that. An extra fielding session per week also paid 
dividends with several good catches and run-outs. 
  
We also headed to Newcastle for the January carnival 
where the weather once again did us no favours. We 
ended up winning 2 from 4 games with special mention 
to Lachie Scheffers – 
Fielder of the Carnival 
and our super sub 
Jordy Brewster – Joint 
Bowler of the Carnival. 
Well done boys!! An 
extra special mention to 
Lennox, for his ability to 
conceal his identity as 

the “Mole”. He kept his identity well hidden until the day of 
the reveal and was able to inflict plenty of punishments 
upon many players, siblings and parents alike, particularly 
Jenny “I’ll Buy You a Beer Instead” Wilkinson! 
 
A big thanks to everyone involved, manager Iain Hogg, 
Richard Fry, our team scorers and all the taxi drivers 
(parents). A special thank you to Peggy - our famous 
cook who coordinated all the lunches and for the endless 
supply of shortbread biscuits and sponge cake! And an 
even bigger thanks to-co coach, Andy Franks for his 
commitment to the cause. 
 
The Manly U/14 DCA team may not have fulfilled the hope riding on their backs but they 
certainly gave it a go and did show us in the trials what they are capable of. But as they 
hopefully have learned since that first trial against Sutherland – “one swallow doesn’t 
make a summer”! 
 

Kev Davies and Andy Franks 
 

 

Lachie Scheffers was named 
Fielder of the Carnival at the 

U14 Newcastle Carnival 

Jordan Brewster was named 
Bowler of the Carnival at the 

U14 Newcastle Carnival 



 

President’s Cup – Under 14 
 

2014/15 Under 14 President’s Cup Minor Premiers (Won 4, Lost 1) 

2014/15 Under 14 President’s Cup Grand Finalists and Runners-up 

 
The advantage of playing three practice matches prior to the competition starting was it 
allowed us to get our worst performances out of the way! Having been undefeated the 
season before we went in to the new season probably even stronger on paper but it didn’t 
feel that way as we approached the season for real. 
 
Run scoring had been our issue and having batted first in these games we struggled to 
give our strong bowling attack much chance of defending the low totals. A particularly 
chastening defeat to Sutherland removed any doubt that we had to knuckle down. 
 
Our first game was away at Hornsby and while eagerly awaited, was overshadowed by the 
death of Phil Hughes. The cricket community’s response was moving.   
Having decided to field first our bowlers got to work. While wickets didn’t come quickly we 
applied the pressure that eventually told. Our bowling and fielding had been the highlight 
the previous season and it was to be again this season.  Our seam bowlers kept an 
impeccable line and length with Mulder (4-17) and Ivers (2-4) the pick. Hornsby where 
eventually all out for 110 in the 46th over. 
Lightning was our biggest concern and a few breaks kept us on edge. Fletcher Kirby 46* 
and Harry Kantor-Smith 25* ensured we got over the line at 1-95 in the 28th over of a 
reduced game. Tenzin also weighed in with a quick fire 21 opening the innings. 
 
Round 2 saw us at our Harbord Park home against Penrith. Batting first had been 
problematic in the practice games and having been sent in we found ourselves 4 down for 
10 runs. The outfield was slow but we made very hard work against some disciplined 
bowling eventually being dismissed off the final ball of the 50th over for 87. 
When chasing a low total its best to remain positive especially with heavy storms forecast 
for the afternoon. Fortunately due to some fantastic seam bowling from Rath, Ivers, 
Brewster and Mulder and some tentative batting from Penrith we managed to restrict them 
to 2-34 off 25 overs. The above bowlers went for 17 runs off 20 overs and were well 
supported in the field. As predicted the storm hit and fortunately minutes after we had 
bowled the final required over. The storm could be described as biblical as the hail 
pounded the ground and club house. Water poured off the roads and flooded the ground 
completely. We had picked up the points but had used a lot of luck up in the process. 
 
Our final game before the Christmas break saw us travel to Newcastle.  This is always a 
well contested fixture and this was with out doubt the game of our season. Newcastle 
batted first and got off to a solid start. We struggled to get wickets but we kept plugging 
away on a warm day. A late flurry of boundaries as we tired saw the hosts post a 
competitive 5-168. 
It was a bigger score than we had managed to date but the boys batted with great 
maturity. Oscar Greenwood and Fletcher Kirby got us off to a great start making 19 and 54 
respectively. Jake Alexander 27 and Harry Kantor-Smith 23 kept the runs coming but it 
was getting tight. It was left to Jake De Angelis to find the boundary a few times to relieve 
the pressure and get us home with a couple of overs to spare. It was a really good game 
played in excellent spirit by both teams. 



 

 
Christmas came at the wrong time of the year for us (not sure we can rearrange it) as we 
were just finding our best form. 
 
Our first game in 2015 was against Sutherland at Harbord Park. Having been thrashed in 
a practice game we were determined to show them that we were much better than our last 
performance. Fielding first again our bowlers got stuck in straight away to the big hitting 
Sutherland top order.  Jackson Rath who had bowled well in every game with little reward 
finally got what he deserved bagging 5-8 off 9 overs.  Our seamers again were the 
destroyers but both spinners, Tom Fountain and Tenkyong Tenzin bowled with control and 
helped us get through our overs and keep the pressure on. Sutherland succumbed for 93 
although based on our last innings here nothing was being taken for granted. 
Sutherland bowled well as expected and while we struggled to score quickly we didn’t 
panic and with Captain Harry Kantor-Smith playing a great knock of 54 not out we got 
home with 6 wickets and overs to spare. 
 
Our final round game was a bye due to Blacktown dropping out. As byes counted as wins 
we finished the group stage on top undefeated although we had tested our nerves all the 
way. 
 
A break before a final is not ideal but in the end our nemesis North Shore were too strong 
for us again. 
The visitors won the toss and batted first.  The boys bowled well without much luck until 
Jordan Brewster struck twice in quick succession to remove both openers. At the final 
drinks break North Shore had been contained to less than 3 an over. However they came 
out and smashed us all over the park in the last 15 overs. The boys had not faced such an 
onslaught and before we moved in to containment mode the North Shore score had 
ballooned out to 7-186. 
Our chase at Newcastle had shown we were capable but the added pressure of a final 
took its toll and we panicked slightly in the early overs losing cheap wickets trying to get off 
to a quick start. Harry Kantor-Smith again batted well for his 37 and some late order 
resistance from Mulder and Tenzin saw us stagger to 112 all out. 
 
You often learn more in defeat and I have no doubt that all the boys will be better players 
for the experience. 
 
As with last season our success was very much a team effort. All of our bowlers can be 
proud of their efforts and Oscar Greenwood was very dependable behind the stumps. We 
have no shortage of batting talent but we need to turn starts in to decent scores. The first 
20 runs are the hardest and yet that’s where we often got to and stopped. Next season we 
will be playing on turf wickets and that will bring new challenges to the boys and I know 
they will enjoy the experience. 
Not only were we successful on the field but off it too. I would like to thank our team 
manager Alecia De Angelis and all the parents who were great supporters of the team as 
well as great scorers, umpires and lunch makers. 
 

Scott Brewster 
 

 
 
 



 

Results: 

Round 1 v Hornsby 
Hornsby 11/110 v Manly 1/95 (28) Manly won on run rate    

James Mulder 4/17 
Tom Ivers 2/4 
Fletcher Kirby 46 not out 
Harry Kantor- Smith 25 not out 
Tenkyong Tenzin 21 
 
Round 2 v Penrith 
Manly 11/87 v Penrith 2-34 (25 overs) Manly won on run rate 

Jake Alexander 20 
 
Round 3 v Newcastle 
Newcastle 5/168 v Manly 5/171 Manly won by 6 wickets 

Jordan Brewster 1/11 
Fletcher Kirby 54 
Jake Alexander 27 
Harry Kantor-Smith 23 
Oscar Greenwood 19 
 
Round 4 v Sutherland 
Sutherland 11/93 v Manly 4/97 Manly won by 7 wickets 
Jackson Rath 5/8 
Harry Kantor-Smith 54 not out  
 
Final v North Shore 
North Shore 7/186 v Manly 11/112 North Shore won by 74 runs  

Tom Ivers 3-38 
Jordan Brewster 2-25 
Harry Kantor-Smith 37 

 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 15 Season Report 
 

 
 

DCA Team: Jonah Anderson, Aiden Bariol, Matt Brewster, Hayden Brown, 
Jack Edwards, Ned Hole, Matt Moran, Shahill Nair, Nick 
Osborne, Jacob O'Sullivan, Isaiah Vumbaca, Will Yeaman 

Filled in: Gabriel Harris (Round 2) 

President’s Cup Team: Jack McKenna (captain), Mitchell Beach, Tom Braund, Gabriel 
Harris, Adam McNeil, Adam O'Brien, Claeton O’Connell, Meet 
Patel, Joshua Smith, Jack Stevenson, Luke Trbojevic, Dan 
Ward, Jadon Wilson 

Coaches: Paul O’Sullivan, Roy Vumbaca (DCA)  

Andrew Braund, Rob McKenna (President’s Cup) 

Managers: Shane Moran (DCA), Jim Beach (President’s Cup) 

Physiotherapist: Steve Bariol (DCA) 

Players of the Year: Aiden Bariol (DCA) 

Claeton O’Connell (President’s Cup) 

 

DCA E.G. Weblin Shield – Under 15 
 

2014/15 DCA Weblin Shield Champions (Undefeated) 

Winners - THE MIKE PAWLEY REPRESENTATIVE AWARD 

for the most outstanding junior representative team of the season 

 
The 2014 season presented the U/15 DCA side with a number of challenges which would 
test the character, skill and determination of each player and the team as a whole. 
Following on from a remarkable 2013 season where they won the Harold Moore Shield, 
The Graeme Malcolm Shield (Newcastle Country Carnival) and the NSW State Challenge, 
the big test was going to be could they replicate their performances again this season. If 



 

they were to then there were a number of questions to be asked. Did they have the desire 
to work even harder than before at training and in games? Were they going to approach 
matches with complacency? Would they manage the demands of playing 60 over 
matches? Were they going to adjust and cope with playing on turf wickets? Only time 
would tell the answers to these questions. 
 
After a long pre-season training schedule and four trial matches the players were ready for 
the season to start and to show where they were in relation to the questions asked of 
them. 
 

 
 

 
Round 1 
Bye 

 
Round 2 
vs Northern Districts at ELS Hall. 
 
Northern Districts 82 and 7/105 defeated by Manly Warringah 172. 
 
Jack Edwards – 37, Hayden Brown – 27 n.o., Ned Hole – 26. 
Isaiah Vumbaca 3-22 (9 overs), Matt Brewster 1-3 (1 over) and 3-31 (7 overs), Will 
Yeaman 3-15 (9 overs). 
 
Round 3 
vs Sutherland at Sutherland Oval. 

 
Manly Warringah 5/270 cc defeated Sutherland 90. 

 



 

Nick Osborne – 102 n.o., Aiden Bariol – 50, Jack Edwards – 33, Jacob O’Sullivan – 29, 
Jonah Anderson – 17 n.o. 
Matt Moran 3-4 (3 overs), Will Yeaman 3-7 (7 overs), Hayden Brown 2-9 (5 overs). 
 
Round 4 
vs Parramatta at Frank Gray Oval. 
 
Manly Warringah 8/216 cc defeated Parramatta 108. 
 
Isaiah Vumbaca – 72, Jacob O’Sullivan – 37, Matt Moran – 19 n.o. 
Jonah Anderson 6-24 (10 overs), Jacob O’Sullivan 2-0 (0.3 overs). 
 
Round 5 
vs South Eastern at Coogee Oval. 
 
Manly Warringah 8/269 cc defeated South Eastern 8/124 cc. 
 
Aiden Bariol – 119, Nick Osborne – 43, Ned Hole – 33. 
Hayden Brown 2-14 (10 overs), Isaiah Vumbaca 2-32 (12 overs), Shahill Nair 1-6 (4 
overs). 
 
Quarter Final 
vs Sutherland at Frank Gray Oval. 
 
Manly Warringah 6/291 cc defeated Sutherland 126. 
 
Aiden Bariol – 118, Nick Osborne – 63, Jack Edwards – 53, Isaiah Vumbaca – 30. 
Will Yeaman 4-25 (8 overs), Matt Moran 2-8 (5 overs), Hayden Brown 2-17 (10 overs). 
 
Semi Final 
vs Hornsby Ku-ring-gai at Frank Gray Oval. 
 
Manly Warringah 9/206 cc defeated Hornsby Ku-ring-gai 4/30 (18 overs) – match won on 
net run rate after play abandoned due to weather. 
 
Nick Osborne – 61, Aiden Bariol – 45, Isaiah Vumbaca – 33, Jack Edwards – 28. 
Shahill Nair 2-13 (5 overs). 
 
Grand Final 
vs Bankstown at Manly Oval. 

 
Bankstown 199 defeated by Manly Warringah 8/200 (59 overs). 

 
Nick Osborne – 56, Ned Hole – 35, Aiden Bariol – 33, Isaiah Vumbaca – 28. 
Isaiah Vumbaca 4-44 (12 overs), Will Yeaman 3-46 (11 overs), Shahill Nair 1-19 (7 overs). 
 

 
 
The results above show the team had been quite dominant throughout the round games, 
Quarter Final and Semi Final. Clearly evident were some outstanding individual 
performances. Aiden Bariol hitting centuries in consecutive matches and being the leading 
run scorer in the entire competition with an average of 56.43. This combined with his 



 

exceptional wicket keeping meant Aiden was deservedly recognised as the Player of the 
Year. Nick Osborne scored 336 season runs, averaging 56.00, highlighted with a brilliant 
unbeaten 102 in Round 3. Will Yeaman was the second leading wicket taker in the 
competition with 15 wickets which included 3 wickets in three matches and 4 wickets in 
another. Jonah Anderson’s 6/24 in Round 4 showed the wonderful development he has 
made with his off spin bowling in a relatively short time. 
 
There are several performances which are not as obvious from the match results but are 
certainly clear with everyone associated with the team. The fact that every member of the 
team has made a significant contribution with the bat or ball and often both is a reflection 
of the team’s enormous depth of talent. Further to this is the fact that the team is potent in 
the field and often strangle the opposition with sharp fielding and safe catching. 

The U15 DCA team embrace after winning the grand final 

 
It is quite a special feature of the team where so many players are genuine all-rounders. 
Every player is a more than capable batsman and the majority of the team can be used as 
a strike bowler. In fact all 12 players bowled during the season. The depth of bowling was 
no more evident than in the first match against Northern Districts. In just the 7 th over the 
captain, Jack Edwards, threw the ball to Matt Brewster to try and make a breakthrough 
with off spin. Matt had not bowled in DCA since U/13s and with his third delivery claimed 
the wicket of the opener. He was then replaced after that over not to bowl again that 
innings, although Matt later bowled in the second innings with impressive figures of 3/31 
from 7 overs. This was incredibly astute and mature captaincy from Jack which he showed 
week after week. He has a great depth of cricket knowledge and backs this up with 
aggressive tactics, attacking field placements and wisely utilising the array of bowling 
options he is fortunate enough to call upon. 
 



 

The match results also do not show the valuable bowling partnerships which played an 
integral part of the team’s success. The openers Shahill Nair and Hayden Brown were 
outstanding. Shahill with figures of 2/13 (5 overs), 1/6 (4 overs), 1/15 (5 overs), 1/19 (7 
overs) and Hayden 2/9 (5 overs), 2/14 (10 overs) and 2/17 (9 overs) usually resulted in the 
opposition two wickets down for not many runs after 10 overs and creating pressure on the 
batsmen which the first change bowlers could seize on. And that is what Matt Moran and 
Jacob O’Sullivan did. Matt’s in-swinging deliveries at one end, Jacob’s out-swinging 
deliveries at the other continued to take wickets very economically. Together they took 13 
wickets with an economy rate of 1.72 for Matt and 2.13 for Jacob. Importantly they set the 
bowling up for the spinners to come on and bowl to batsmen under pressure to score runs. 
The leg spin combination of Isaiah Vumbaca and Will Yeaman was powerful taking 25 
wickets and this was no more evident in the Grand Final with Isaiah taking 4/44 (12 overs) 
and Will 3/46 (11 overs). Add the bowling of Ned Hole, Nick Osborne and Jack Edwards 
who combined bowled 45 overs, picked up wickets with an economy rate of 2.9 further 
added to the team’s bowling armoury. 
 
This season the top order batsmen had been set the task to collectively dominate and they 
certainly made a statement in most games. The first five batsmen often laid the foundation 
for the innings, scoring together totals of 275, 218, 181, 176 and 154 and many of these 
were off the back of a solid opening partnership between Aiden and Jack. The top order 
performances then allowed the middle and lower order to build runs quickly and post 
formidable totals. With the top order frequently performing, the middle order got few 
opportunities to bat long but they scored quickly and batted unselfishly for the team cause. 
Middle order highlights included Isaiah Vumbaca’s 72 in tough conditions against 
Parramatta along with Jacob O’Sullivan’s 37 and Matt Moran’s 19 not out in the same 
game. In other matches Hayden Brown scoring 27 not out, Jonah Anderson 17 not out and 
Ned Hole 33 all at a rate of faster than a run a ball. Add the positive running between 
wickets of Ned, Jacob, Jonah and Hayden late in the innings which often had the 
opposition see a likely competitive total with 8 overs to go turn into an insurmountable 
total. 
 
The batting depth was never more evident than in the Grand Final. Chasing 200 in a final 
is a challenging target. The top order did well, especially Nick Osborne with 56 who was 
greatly supported by Ned 35, Aiden 33 and Isaiah 28. But with five wickets in hand the 
middle order were left with 40 runs to get from as many balls. For the last 4 weeks the 
team had undergone centre wicket training scenarios simulating this very situation. Every 
batsman was able to come to the crease and bat and run aggressively knowing that every 
player in the order could do what was required to get the team to 200. And with great 
composure under pressure Jonah Anderson 14 (14 balls), Jacob O’Sullivan 13 (12 balls), 
Hayden Brown 8 n.o. (8 balls) and Matt Brewster – 3 n.o. guided the team home. 
 
This culminated in the team becoming winners of the U/15 E.G. Weblin Shield – a 
remarkable performance from a remarkable team. Over the course of this amazing season 
the team ultimately answered the challenges and questions we had of them at the start of 
the season: 
 
Did they have the desire to work even harder than before at training and in games? This is 
a very dedicated team who were pushed physically and mentally harder at training and in 
games this year. Without complaint they went about their work giving 100% to every drill, 
every task and every ball and enduring a lot of pain, sweat and at times blood but all for a 
great reward. Integral to their training regime was the tremendous coaching input from the 
Manly Warringah Grade Club and the support from Shawn Bradstreet and Phil Marks to 



 

foster these coaching links. 
The continued dedicated work 
of Bobby Rollins undoubtedly 
contributed to the fabulous 
batting results. The centre 
wicket and seminar session 
with Ahillen Beadle was 
brilliant and impacted 
significantly on the way the 
boys approached their cricket, 
especially their batting. The 
support of David Gainsford 
and Greg Boyer in providing 
technical advice as well as 
guiding the players through 
their pathway to higher levels 
of cricket has been enormous. 
Specialist sessions with Gavin 
Fletcher and Todd Darvall 
helped hone the boys’ bowling 
and throwing techniques 
respectively. 
 
Were they going to approach 
matches with complacency? It 
has been pleasing to watch 
this team continue their 

success by respecting the quality of the opposition and primarily directing the focus to 
what is most important – ensuring they strive to achieve their individual and team goals in 
every match. 
 
Would they manage the demands of playing 60 over matches? Although it made for a long 
day, this team thrived playing 60 matches. Having such bowling and batting depth meant 
that every ball of the 60 overs there were players in the team able to contribute positively. 
 
Were they going to adjust and cope with playing on turf wickets? From a coaching 
perspective it was great to see the players start to modify their batting and bowling 
technique to meet the demands of playing on turf wickets. They certainly made a 
successful transition to turf and started to show maturity and expertise in playing on 
different wickets. A definite factor in their success was the hours of hard work at training 
geared towards playing on turf. 
 
Could they replicate their performances again this season? In terms of results, yes they 
did repeat their performance from U/14s. However, the success of the team is not to be 
judged on their victories. For the coaches it has been about two things – player enjoyment 
and player development. These boys love their cricket. After hours of training or a day’s 
play all they want to do is play more cricket, watch more cricket or talk more cricket. It is a 
joy coaching a group who are so passionate about cricket and are willing to work so hard 
at the game they love. To then see the players develop their game to such a high standard 
has been a very rewarding outcome. To have 8 players selected to play Green Shield, 9 
players Shires and 6 players Grade is a tremendous reflection of their development as 
cricketers and a testament to the opportunities available through and success of the 

Congratulations to Aiden Bariol, who won the overall U15 
DCA Weblin Shield Batting Award. Aiden topped the DCA 

batting table with 395 runs at an average of 56.43, including 
two centuries 



 

Pathways Program. Special mention to Aiden Bariol, Jack Edwards, Nick Osborne and 
Isaiah Vumbaca who were selected in the U/16 NSW Academy Squad. 
 
Thank you to the many people who again this year contributed to making every training 
session and game day a time for all to enjoy and the boys to develop and showcase their 
cricket. Manager Shane Moran who as always organised every detail and had the needs 
of the players and team covered. Physiotherapist Steve Bariol worked overtime to keep 
the players physically prepared to perform at their best for every training session and 
match. Our scorers Penny Moran and Phill Edwards who love scoring and are so good at 
it. To all the wonderful parents who help prepare incredible lunches, set up fields, organise 
ice, not complain when training sessions go 30 minutes longer than scheduled and 
anything that is ever asked of you. 
 
An enormous thank you to the 12 players in this team for giving us the opportunity to be a 
part of your cricket journey. It has again been a delight and we hope you look forward to 
the challenges that lie ahead next year. 

 
Paul O’Sullivan and Roy Vumbaca (Coaches) 

 

 
 

President’s Cup – Under 15 
 

2014/15 Under 15 President’s Cup Champions (Undefeated) 

 
 
Congratulations to the 
Manly U15 Presidents 
Cup team, coming 
together this season and 
forming a very talented 
and competitive side - 
winning the 
competition.  
 
Our team was made up 
of the following players: 
 
Mitchell Beach, Tom 
Braund, Gabriel Harris, 
Jack McKenna, Adam 
McNeil, Adam O’Brien, 
Claeton O’Connell, Meet 
Patel, Joshua Smith, 
Jack Stevenson, Luke Trbojevic, Dan Ward and Jadon Wilson. 
 
Every player contributed in some way to the success of the team. Runs, wickets and 
catches were well shared. Each player developed their skills and matured as both 
cricketers and young men. 
 



 

Congratulations to Claeton O’Connell, who is our recipient of the player of the season 
award. Claeton took 10 wickets at an average of 12.3 throughout the season and his 
performance in the final was simply outstanding. 
 
Well done to Jack McKenna who captained the side with distinction, winning six straight 
tosses and helping develop a competitive culture with lots of really positive talk, making 
sure the boys competed hard every ball and letting  the opposition know they were in for a 
challenge. 
  
A big thank you must go to all the families. Whether helping out with preparation of 
delicious lunches, scoring and umpiring duties or just being there for the boys – your 
Involvement is very much appreciated. 
 
Finally, our congratulations to the winning U15 DCA team who really set the standard for 
us and other to follow. The commitment and work ethic shown by Roy, Paul and the boys 
sets a wonderful example.   
 
Match Summaries: 
 
Round 1 v Hornsby: Manly 1/115 (23.3 overs) defeated Hornsby 8/114 (50 overs)  

Jadon Wilson 3-24 (10 overs), Meet Patel 51, Dan Ward 43 (no)  

A promising start but plenty to do! 

After a solid pre-season build up, the competition proper finally got started with us taking 
on Hornsby at LM Grahame Reserve. We put in a solid performance with the ball to 
restrict Hornsby to 8-114 off their 50 overs on what looked to be a pretty friendly batting 
track. All the bowlers kept things tight and made it very difficult for the batsman to score 
runs as indicated by 12 maiden overs and only 7 boundaries.  Special mention to Jadon 
Wilson who commenced his Presidents career with a fantastic 10 over spell taking 3 
wickets for only 25 runs and Luke Trbojevic who took 3 catches and effected 1 stumping. 
 
Our openers, Dan Ward and Meet Patel got the run chase going with a 94 run opening 
partnership with some positive stroke play and running between the wickets.  Meet finally 
holing out for 52 and Dan finishing 41 not out, closing the game down with 26.3 overs to 
spare! 
 
Round 2 v Penrith: Penrith 11/87 (46.5 overs) defeated by Manly 2/91 (16.3 overs) 

Dan Ward 33 no, Gabriel Harris 44, Adam McNeil 3-19 (8.5 overs)  

Focus and power! 

We won the toss and decided to bowl with an eye to the forecast afternoon storms. As was 
the case last week, the boys put in a disciplined and energetic display, regularly taking 
wickets and making if very hard for Penrith to score. 13 maidens in 46 overs is a pretty 
good indication of dominance. A special mention must go to Adam McNeil whose efforts 
last week and again this match was rewarded with a three wicket haul. The remaining 
wickets were shared by 6 of our bowls. 
 
It became apparent that Penrith had one eye firmly on the weather and were playing for 
time!   We kept the tempo up and it was great to see the boys jogging into position during 
the final overs in what were hot and humid conditions.  As the clouds started to close in 
around us the openers set about their task with some fantastic running between the 
wickets and controlled aggression. Dan Ward, adding to his 43 not out last week with 



 

another important innings. We were closing in quickly on the target however the storms 
were closing in just as quickly on us! 
 
Gabriel was stumped for 44 attempting to really go after the bowling, in any other 
circumstances a 50 would have been assured.  The boys wrapped the game with decisive 
boundary from Jack McKenna in just 16 overs, before 3pm and just before the rain started. 
 
Round 3 v Newcastle: Manly 8/177 (50 overs) defeated Newcastle 11/132 (49.1 overs) 

Dan Ward 36, Luke Trbojevic 33, Gabriel Harris 46, Tom Braund 5-28 (9 overs), 
Jadon Wilson 2-14 (7 overs) 

Perhaps we are the real deal! 

Newcastle were last year’s premiers and we found ourselves on the end of a hiding when 
we last met. With some good early season form the boys were looking forward to their first 
real test for the season. After all the rain of last week it was great to see Frank Gray Oval 
looking an absolute treat. We won the toss and decided to bat on a pitch that was already 
well worn. 
 
An early run out was not the start we were looking for, however Dan Ward (36) and Luke 
Trbojevic (33) settled things down with a great 2nd wicket partnership of 59.  The outfield 
was quite slow, but hard running and some powerful stroke play from Gabe Harris (44) 
and Jack McKenna (21) saw our total build to 5 for 155 off 45 overs. 
  
With plenty of wickets in hand the boys went after runs in the last 5 overs with many 
putting the team goal ahead of personal averages.  You always wish you had more runs, 
we ended with 177 off our allocated 50 and with the slow outfield we thought that it might 
just be defendable. 
 
The boys set to the task with hard work and good straight bowling.  Newcastle were not 
scoring runs and the pressure just built and built.  Our boys kept up a lively patter of 
positive talk led by captain Jack, tensions began to rise and wickets started to fall 
regularly. Newcastle were feeling the heat! 
 
The star of the show was Tom Braund who set the game alight with a 5 wicket haul and 
once again we had a strong contribution from Jadon Wilson who chipped in with 2. As has 
been the case all year, every bowler contributed and our fielding remained sharp, two 
catches from Mitchell Beach. Special mention to Josh Smith who bowled 4 maidens and at 
one point had the figures of 1 for 8 off 7 overs! 
 
Round 4 v Sutherland: Manly 8/193 (50 overs) defeated Sutherland 5/162 (48 overs) 

Dan Ward 47, Josh Smith 37 (no), Jadon Wilson 28, Jack McKenna 24, Adam McNeil 
1-33 (9 overs), Clayton O’Connell 1-35 (9 overs), Tom Braund 1-17 (8 overs), Mitchell 
Beach 1-11 (5 overs)  

Commitment shows! 

We took on Sutherland at Harold Fraser Oval Cars Park, a very petty ground a little 
outside of the Sutherland heartland. Captain Jack won the toss and elected to bat on a 
pitch that looked pretty good but where Campbelltown- Camden 3rd Grade had been 
bowled out for 50 the day before. 
 
The openers were instructed to keep it simple early and try and see off the Sutherland 
openers who had taken plenty of wickets through the season. Dan and Jack S did the job 



 

and we lost our first wicket (Jack) in the 10th over with the score at 16. Luke and Dan then 
moved the score along to 47 after 20 overs before we lost Luke, bowled to a great ball for 
12.  An identical ball then bowled Adam O first ball and we were under a little pressure 
with the score at 3 for 49. 
 
Jadon then did a wonderful job partnering with Dan to move the score along to 78, before 
Dan was run out for 47 after 30 overs. It was a wonderful creative innings from Dan and it 
really set us up to go! Jack (24) and then Meet (16) joined Jadon and really took up the 
challenge. We saw some great hitting from then both that quickly pushed the score to 7 for 
142 off 44 before Jadon was unluckily run out for 28.  Josh and Tom then took the score to 
150 from 46 before we lost Tom for 3. Mitchell joined Josh at the crease and we saw a 
wonderful unbeaten partnership of 43 off 4 overs, against Sutherland best. Josh played 
some wonderful pure cricket shots to all parts of the ground to be not out 37 and Mitchell 
(10 no) turned the strike at better than a run a ball in support.  It was a big ground and the 
boys ran their hearts out to find extra runs with every opportunity.   We were very happy to 
set a target of 194 on a ground that was a little difficult to score on. To make our bowling 
task a little easier the umpires deducted 2 overs from Sutherland due to their low over 
rate! 
 
The call from the coaches was to get early wickets. The boys responded again and 
Sutherland found themselves at 5 for 44 after 23 overs. This was the result of some 
wonderful, disciplined line and length bowling from Adam, Clayton, Tom, Mitchell and 
Josh.  Game over!  A 6th wicket unbeaten partnership of 118 spoiled the party a little 
however the quality of the bowling meant that Sutherland were never in the hunt.  We 
offered them singles and they seemed happy to take them, ignoring the challenge of 
chasing the target! 
 
Round 5 v Northern Districts: Manly 6/294 (50 overs) defeated Northern Districts 
11/107 

Luke Trbojevic 140, Dan Ward 33, Jadon Wilson 33, Meet Patel 21, Clayton 
O’Connell 2-15 (5 overs), Tom Braund 2-6 (6 overs), Jadon Wilson 2-23 (6 overs) 

What an innings! 

The team was challenged at training to “go big” once settled. Luke was certainly listening 
and posted an amazing score of 140, characterised by hard hitting and fantastic timing. 
Once settled he punished any ball pitched near his pads, 14 fours and 2 sixes tells the 
story.  He was well supported by Dan (33) and then Jadon (33). Some quick scoring from 
Jack M (two boundaries) and Meet 21 not out (3 boundaries) left us with a total that was 
always going to be difficult to chase. 
 
The first Northern Districts wicket fell at 26 runs after 7 overs and from then on they fell 
regularly. Northern Districts were all out after 40 plucky overs, for 107. It was a great team 
effort with 6 bowlers sharing in the wickets and two run outs.  Special mention to Claeton 
who got two wickets and could have had many more and Josh who bowled 4 maidens in 6 
overs! 
 
Grand Final v North Shore:  Manly – 11/178 (45.1 overs) defeated North Shore 11/172 
(49.3 overs)  

Meet Patel 39, Claeton O’Connell 4/23 off 9.3 overs, Luke Trbojevic 61, Jadon Wilson 
2/30 off 10 overs, Jack McKenna 23 

These young men are made of stern stuff. 



 

Unbeaten this year meant a home grand final. Mike Pawley Oval looked an absolute treat. 
North Shore is a very good side, a team that we have never previously managed to beat.  
The boys were looking forward to a competitive game and had a great week’s preparation. 
Captain Jack won his sixth straight toss and we chose to bat. 
 
A great opening stand of 60 off 14 overs was just the start we needed. Meet’s 39 off 44 
balls screamed to North Shore that we intended to take the game right up to them.  Luke 
continued his wonderful form with an awesome 61 off 64 balls. Jack M partnered with him 
to score 23 off 21 balls setting the game alight with a powerful display. 
 
At 6 for 161 and with 12 overs remaining the boys looked set for a big score.   North 
Shore, to their credit, stuck to their task and instead of setting the scoreboard racing in the 
finals overs, as we have done previously this season, we saw a quick succession of outs.  
At the start of the day we would have taken a score of 178 but it was hard not to feel a little 
like there was an opportunity lost. 
 
Once again our opening bowlers Adam M and Claeton did a magnificent job tying down 
the batsman. Plays and misses were the order of the day.  After 10 overs North Shore 
were 1 for 15 and knew they were in for a game. Some tight bowling from Tom and Josh 
and a wonderful 10 over spell from Jadon (2 for 30), kept us in the game and at the final 
break with 12 overs remaining, North Shore needed 51 runs with 6 wickets in hand.  With 
the boys fortified by the traditional bag of snakes, the last session of the season was 
always going to be worth watching. 
 
The effort to a man was simply magnificent.  Claeton (4 for 23 of 9.3) and Adam M (0 for 
22 off 10) charged in with venom, bowling a wonderful line and length and the field 
defended every ball as though their lives depended on it. Every dot ball was talked up and 
the pressure on the opposition built. With 5 overs to go North Shore needed 30 runs to win 
with 3 wickets in hand. The pendulum had swung our way, but not by much! Parents and 
coaches were pacing the boundary and our support was bolstered by the U16’s Presos 
boys.  Every run was cheered by the opposition parents and every dot ball cheered by the 
Manly contingent. 
 
It’s amazing what self-belief and positive energy can do.  North Shore were forced into 
taking quick singles and 4 run outs (which could easily have been 6 but for some bad luck) 
was testimony to the quality of the response. The boys catching was just as good with 7 
wickets falling to some fantastic catches.  Special mention must go to Jadon who took 1 
catch and had a hand in 2 run outs, Adam M who took two catches and effected 1 run out 
and Dan our keeper who assisted in 3 of the 4 run outs. 
 
The win was wrapped up on the third ball of the final over with North Shore still 7 runs 
short. Never in doubt!!!  The game was worthy of a grand final, North Shore were as tough 
as expected. We were just tougher. 
 
Well done boys. Thank you Andrew and Rob for a great season. 
 

Jim Beach - Manager 
 



 

MWJCA 2014/2015 Under 16 Season Report 
 

 
 

DCA Team: Jack Pickering (Captain), Joel Wood (Vice Captain), William 
Akhurst, Alex Bain, Joshua Blount, Harrison Brock, Ned Healey, 
Jack Heysmand, Daniel Horton, Sam Kelly, Lachlan Kerr, Ellis 
Raymond 

Filled in: Tully Moffat (Semi-final) 

President’s Cup Team: Umar Ali, Lochlan Charley, Ruben Donato, Sean Harlen, Henry 
Johnson, Tom McDade, Tully Moffat, Lachlan Morley, Matthew 
Morley, James Nelson, Blaney Powe, Bailey Walz, Daniel Watts 

Filled in: Wil Dawes, Nick Marsh, Aaron Stevens 

Coaches: Rob Pickering (DCA), Stuart Love, Duncan Kerr (DCA-
Assistants) 

Paul Johnson (President’s Cup) 

Managers: Cathy Wood (DCA), Dave Nelson (President’s Cup) 

Scorer: Don “Dollars” Sellin (DCA) 

Players of the Year: Jack Pickering (DCA) 

Tully Moffat (President’s Cup) 

 
 

DCA C.S. Watson Shield – Under 16 
 

2014/15 DCA Watson Shield Semi-finalists 

 
We entered the 2014/15 DCA season with great enthusiasm and a belief that some of the 
work from previous years would provide a strong platform for improvement. We had a 
great group of boys really keen to improve their performances and qualify for finals for the 
first time. 



 

 
We introduced two new members to the team, leg spinner Dan Horton and all-rounder 
Jack Heysmand together with Manly Cricket Club stalwart and scorer Don “Dollars” Sellin. 
In preparation for the season the coaches spent time developing and articulating our game 
plan which provided a structure for the boys and allowed each to understand their role. It 
provided guiding principles about how we would bat, bowl and field and set milestones so 
that we were aligned in our approach throughout each game. 
 
The games began with two trial matches against historically strong opposition in North 
Shore and Sutherland. The trial approach was not about winning but preparing for the 
season ahead and continuing to test our game plan and find the best balance within the 
team. We lost against Sutherland batting second on a pitch that virtually disintegrated 
under our feet and we found ourselves short of a mediocre total. We learnt some valuable 
lessons - runs on the board create pressure and that spin and medium pace bowling 
would play a big role on the dry, lifeless wickets we would experience during the season. 
 
The second trial saw us defeat North Shore who had been the benchmark in this age 
group for many years. We batted first and scored 220 runs and then strangled them with 
medium pace and spin bowling backed up with energetic and enthusiastic work in the field. 
 

 

The DCA team after their Round 4 win against Central Coast enjoyed a great bus trip home to the 
beaches with a stop at 711 for slushies and a chance meeting with Sea Eagles recruit Willie Mason 

who was keen for a chat and photo. 

 
The season proper began well with a solid performance against Blacktown at Whalan. We 
won the toss on a ‘green top’ and managed to roll the opposition inside 24 overs with our 



 

four quicks sharing the wickets, Ned Healey leading the way with 4/11 off 6 overs. In 
return we fumbled our way chasing a small total with Joel Wood (18 no) and Ned Healey 
(14 no) seeing us home 5 down. 
 
We won well against Northern Districts with skipper Jack Pickering (67 no) and Will 
Akhurst (45 no) chasing down 151 losing only 2 wickets. Lachie Kerr led the bowling with 
3/20 off 11 overs. 
 
In game 3 we again faced Sutherland who had won smartly against us in the trial. They 
won the toss and batted on a beautiful Mike Pawley pitch posting a solid 8/196 with the 
wickets shared. In return we lost an early wicket but again fought with Jack Pickering 
scoring a quick 61 before a middle order collapse. We found ourselves 5/105 with the 
game really in the balance. A brilliant innings from Alex Bain (40 no), well supported by 
Ned Healey (34) and Lachie Kerr (19 no) saw us home in a tight one. 
 
It is amazing what success can do for a team’s confidence and the next game against the 
undefeated Central Coast would determine our finals qualification. We lost the toss and 
were sent into bat after a rain interrupted start. Our openers Josh Blount (27) and Harry 
Brock (31) did it tough but put on an opening stand of 67 before a major collapse. Only on 
a late counter attack from Lachie Kerr (29) saw us post 144 and rescue us from real 
disaster. Central Coast commenced their innings with real aggression making easy work 
against the quicks on a drying fast outfield. At tea we were in desperate trouble with the 
Coasters cruising at 3/79 off 20 overs requiring only 65 off the final 25 overs (2.6 runs per 
over). The boys dined out on ‘red frogs” at afternoon tea and with the knowledge that the 
season was on the line took the field in high spirits. What happened next was a 
remarkable turnaround with off-spinners Ellis Raymond (3/11) and Jack Pickering (3/20) 
taking 6/30 to dismiss CC for 110.What a game! 
 
We returned to our home of Mike Pawley keen to maintain our unbeaten record against 
Fairfield. We batted first, scoring an impressive 258. Alex Bain continued his strong batting 
performance with a nicely constructed 72 but was also well supported by Josh Blount (59) 
scoring his first DCA half century, Ned Healey (45) , Lachie Kerr (32 no) and Joel Wood 
(31). Another 6 wickets to the off-spinners Pickering (3/22) and Raymond (3/25) saw us 
dismiss Fairfield for 126. 
 
We had made the finals for the first time undefeated in our pool. 
 

 
 
Interestingly we drew Central Coast in our Quarter final - a team we knew would be keen 
to turn around their defeat in the rounds. Unfortunately the cricket world mourned the loss 
of Phil Hughes during the week and we knew it would an emotional day for everyone. We 
celebrated the contribution of this young man taken too early with a moving ceremony led 



 

by Duncan Kerr. It was fitting we shared the moment with the DCA U15 group playing on 
the field next to us and were joined by former Test Captain Steve Waugh. 
 

 
 
The ceremony concluded and the game began after losing yet another toss and bowling. 
We bowled exceptionally well, dismissing CC for 126 with the wickets shared by Joel 
Wood (3/9), Jack Pickering (3/24), Ellis Raymond (2/1) and Ned Healey (2/24). We chased 
down the runs in 37 overs - Jack Pickering (39 no) and Joel Wood (35 no ) making sure 
we qualified for the semis. 
 
We drew Bankstown in the semi and whilst we dismissed them for 185 (Pickering 3/34, 
Heysmand 2/27) and were the only team to bowl them all out during the season we 
struggled to find any flow with our batting. We were caught with major storm activity 
threatening and unfortunately had one eye on the weather and the other on the run rate. It 
seemed rain had interrupted every game in Sydney except ours and we disappointingly 
lost our way and were finally all out for 119 after 37 overs. 
 
As we left the clouds opened up - maybe we were only 15 mins from victory?? 
 
I’d like to recognise the enormous contribution of our Team Manager, Cathy Wood, for 
doing a wonderful job across two seasons and creating the opportunity for the coaches to 
coach and the boys to play. 
 
I’d also like to say a big thank you to my assistant coaches Stuart Love and Duncan Kerr - 
Stuart Love who provided great support and contributed to creating a wonderful culture 
and spirit within the team. 
 
Don ‘Dollars’ Sellin bought a new dimension to the group and we really enjoyed his words 
of wisdom and relieving the parents of the scoring duties for the season. Thanks Dollars! 
 
A special thanks to all the rest of the parents for helping out in particular Sharon Bain, Kim 
Kelly and Sally Raymond for the afternoon teas and of course the boys who provided the 
coaches with so many highlights and such a rewarding season. 
 



 

Finally it was very exciting to see the 
progression of our boys with six boys playing 
Green Shield - Jack Pickering, Joel Wood 
and Alex Bain making their grade debuts and 
the success of Lachie Kerr, Sam Kelly, Will 
Akhurst, Harry Brock, Dan Horton and Sam 
Kelly all making their mark with Warringah in 
the Shires competition. 
 
The pathway program is alive and well! 
 

Thanks for a great year! 
Rob Pickering - 2014/15 U16 DCA Coach 

 

 

Statistics: 

Batting 

PLAYER MAT INN NO 50S HS Runs AVE.

1 Jack Pickering 7 7 2 2 67* 204 40.8

2 Joshua Blount 7 7 0 1 59 143 20.4

3  Joel Wood 7 6 2 0 35* 128 32.0

4 Alexander Bain 7 4 1 1 72 122 40.7

5 Lachlan Kerr 7 4 2 0 32* 102 51.0

6 Ned Healey 7 5 1 0 45 95 23.8

7 Harrison Brock 7 7 0 0 31 78 11.1

8 William Akhurst 7 5 1 0 45* 72 18.0

9 Ellis Raymond 7 2 0 0 9 14 7.0

10 Tully Moffatt 1 1 0 0 13 13 13.0

11 Jack Heysmand 7 4 1 0 2* 6 2.0

12 Sam Kelly 7 2 1 0 3* 5 5.0

13 Daniel Horton 7 1 1 0 1* 1 NA   
  
Bowling 

PLAYER MAT Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Best AVE. STR. ECN.

1 Jack Pickering 7 52.1 15 131 15 3/20 8.7 20.9 2.5

2 Ellis Raymond 7 35.2 10 88 10 3/11 8.8 21.2 2.5

3 Lachlan Kerr 7 46 13 107 8 3/20 13.4 34.5 2.3

4  Joel Wood 7 31 7 97 7 3/9 13.9 26.6 3.1

5 Ned Healey 7 44 6 101 7 4/11 14.4 37.7 2.3

6 Alexander Bain 7 47 8 160 6 2/11 26.7 47.0 3.4

7 Daniel Horton 7 27 1 120 4 1/13 30.0 40.5 4.4

8 Jack Heysmand 7 33.4 12 109 3 2/27 36.3 67.3 3.2

9 Tully Moffatt 1 8 2 8 1 1/8 8.0 48.0 1.0  
 



 

DCA Watson Shield: Match Results 

Round 1: 

Manly 5/78 defeated  Blacktown 73 

Joel Wood 18 no 
Ned Healy 14 no 

Ned Healey 4/11 
Lachlan Kerr 2/11 
Alex Bain 2/18 
Joel Wood 1/15 

 
Round 2: 

Manly 2/153 defeated  Northern Districts 8/151 

Jack Pickering 67 no 
Wil Akhurst 45 no 
Harry Brock 20 

Lachlan Kerr 3/20 Joel Wood 2/23 
Ellis Raymond 1/11 Jack Pickering 1/12 
Dan Horton 1/31 

 
Round 3: 

Manly 7/197 defeated Sutherland 8/196 

Jack Pickering 61 
Alex Bain 40 no 
Ned Healey 34 
Lachlan Kerr 19no 

Jack Pickering 2/19 Ellis Raymond 1/15 
Ned Healey 1/25 Jack Heysmand 1/31 
Joel Wood 1/41 

 
Round 4: 

Manly 144 defeated Central Coast 110 

Harry Brock 31 
Lachlan Kerr 29 
Josh Blount 27 

Ellis Raymond 3/11 Jack Pickering 3/20 
Lachlan Kerr 1/14 Dan Horton 1/20 
Alex Bain 1/25 

 
Round 5: 

Manly 258 defeated  Fairfield-Liverpool 126 

Alex Bain 72 
Josh Blount 59 
Ned Healey 45 
Lachlan Kerr 32 no 
Joel Wood 31 

Jack Pickering 3/22 Ellis Raymond 3/25 
Alex Bain 2/11  Lachlan Kerr 1/14 
Dan Horton 1/30 

  
Quarter Final: 

Manly 2/121 defeated Central Coast 120 

Jack Pickering 39 no 
Joel Wood 35 no 
Josh Blount 25 
Harry Brock 16 

Joel Wood 3/9 
Jack Pickering 3/24 
Ellis Raymond 2/1 
Ned Healey 2/24 

 
Semi Final: 

Manly 2/121 defeated by Bankstown 185 

Joel Wood 32 
Lachlan Kerr 22 

Jack Pickering 3/34 
Jack Heysmand 2/27 
Tully Moffatt 1/8 
Dan Horton 1/13 

 
 



 

Player of the Year 
 
Congratulations to Jack Pickering our player of the Year.  

 

Batting: 204 runs @ 40.8 

Bowling: 15 wickets @ 8.7 

Catches: 3 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

President’s Cup – Under 16 
 
The season began with only 6 of last year’s Presidents cup team playing this year, so a 
few new faces to the team meant some adjustment and settling in. Many thanks to Stu 
Love and Rob Pickering for their expert coaching skills which they brought to our training 
sessions during the season. 
 
New coach Paul Johnson brought an enthusiastic approach to how the game should be 
played….be competitive, always give your best and at the end of the day…enjoy playing 
cricket. 
 
Many thanks must also be given to the Ali family who provided all the afternoon teas at our 
home games. 
 
Whilst the results may not have always gone our way, the team showed what playing this 
great game is about. A number of top order collapses early in the season left the team 
defending small totals and where small mistakes in the field can be extremely costly. 
However, they never lost the will to be competitive or win. 
 
 As a result, when they started to play to their potential, results came their way, beating 
North West comfortably and coming close to beating Hornsby. 
 
The boys final season saw them win one game, have one game abandoned due to a 
cyclone, one washed out and 3 losses. Not the most flattering results, however the 
enjoyment was and hopefully they can carry on with their cricket careers well into the 
future. 
  
Player of the year: 

Tully Moffat 

Topped the bowling averages with 9 wickets at a cost of 22.2 runs per wicket. 
Second in batting aggregate with 100 runs at an average of 20. 
 
Players: 

Lochlan Charley - A solid season behind the stumps and even swapped the gloves to 
open the bowling against Hornsby and snare a couple of early wickets. Top score of 22 
against Sutherland. Never stopped trying to create opportunities for the team with his 
captaincy. 
 
Lachlan Morley - Was rewarded with joint captaincy duties which reflected his ability to 

read the game and lead the team. Played several important innings with the bat in the 
middle order. Scored 31 against Penrith at a critical time in the game. 
    
Matt Morley - A consistent performer with both bat and ball throughout the season. Top 

score of 23 against Penrith and only conceded 1.8 runs per over when called upon to 
bowl. Has matured into a very competitive cricketer who consistently improves with each 
season. 
 
Blaney Powe - Never one to shy away from a challenge, Blaney took on the opening 
batting role when asked and delivered the goods. Top scored opening with 22 against 
Central Coast and also took 3 for 8 against Hornsby.  A great team player who always 
looked for the positive.  



 

 
Dan Watts - A new addition to the team, Dan shows great potential as an all-rounder with 
his copybook batting and leg spin bowling. Bowled 29 overs of leg spin to concede only 91 
runs, a great achievement for any “leggie”.  
 
James Nelson - After a slow start finally found some form with the bat in the middle order 
and showed glimpses of what he is capable of. Top score of 33 against Hornsby. Chipped 
in with 2 wickets when called upon to bowl his off spinners against North West. 
 
Henry Johnson - A talented middle order batsman who displayed the ability to dig in and 
work the ball to get the team out of trouble. Often going in to bat with the team in dire 
straits, Henry built partnerships and controlled the middle order. A solid fielder who helped 
lift the spirit of the team. 
 
Ruben Donato - Showed great improvement with his batting when promoted up the order. 

Was able to take an opposition bowling attack apart with some prolific hitting. Able to hit 
the ball to all parts of the ground, Ruben’s batting became a catalyst for the team 
performing to their potential. Averaged 35 with the bat and a top score of 90 against North 
West. 
 
Tully Moffat - A very consistent season with both bat and ball. Tully bowled 40 overs 
conceding only 2.75 runs per over and took 9 wickets. Best bowling 4 for 29 against 
Hornsby. He scored 100 runs with a top score of 48 against Hornsby after coming in with 
the score at 3 for 13. 
 
Umar Ali - Put fear into opposition batsmen with some seriously quick spells of fast 

bowling. Umar bowled with great control and accuracy, taking 3 for 12 against North West. 
Umar added some much needed spark to the lower batting order with some lusty hitting 
when required. 
 
Bailey Walz - a new player this season, Bailey was called upon to open the bowling and 
was consistent with line and length. More often than not, Bailey would take a wicket that 
would break a partnership. 
 
Sean Harlen - Returned to the side mid season to add that extra pace to the bowling 
attack and some lusty hitting to the lower order. 
 
Also played: Tom McDade, Wil Dawes, Nick Marsh, Aaron Stevens,  
 

Paul Johnson - Coach 
Dave Nelson - Manager 

 

 
 
 



 

MWJCA RECORDS as at 2014/15 Season 

 

CRITERIA FOR ASSOCIATION RECORDS 
 
BATTING – to qualify, a batsman must bat in 8 innings and score 100 runs or 
more during the season. 
 
BOWLING – to qualify, a bowler must take 15 wickets and bowl 30 overs 
during the season. 

 
RECORDS SET IN 2014/15 

 
Under 12 Div 2 Liam Chang (St. Pius X) - Batting Average 188.0 (previously 

118.3 in 1993/94) 

Under 13 Div 1 Jake Osborne (Forest) – Highest Score 156* (previously 154* in 
1980/81) 

Under 13 Div 1 Jake Osborne (Forest) – Batting Aggregate 823 (previously 537 
in 2012/13) 

Under 15 Div 1 Oliver Davies (Harbord) - Batting Aggregate 675 (previously 587 
in 2009/10) 

 

 
Jake Osborne after his record breaking 

156 not out  
Ollie Davies notches up another ton 

 



 

Under 11 Records from 1975/1976 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Jack Edwards Beacon Hill Youth Club 566  110*   2009/10 

Cameron Williamson Beacon Hill Youth Club  110.00    1980/81 

Shawn Bradstreet Belrose    52  1982/83 

M. Wolley Forest Anglicans     2.10 1981/82 

 
 
 

Under 12 Records from 1977/1978 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Nicholas Hidas Collaroy Plateau 512     2009/10 

Michael Cosentino Wakehurst Redbacks   109*   1995/96 

Daniel Tabrett Wakehurst Redbacks  245.00    2002/03 

Linc Woodroff St Augustines    45  1992/93 

Sam Rose Peninsula     2.20 2006/07 

2 E. Watson Beacon Hill Youth Club 475     1980/81 

Liam Chang St. Pius X  188.0    2014/15 

Ryan Cullam Forest District   115*   2010/11 

R. McDermott Seaforth Youth Club    61  1979/80 

Edward Bernasoni Seaforth     1.55 2003/04 

3 R. Gracie Collaroy Plateau 200     2001/02 

 A. Ross Palm Beach  31.66    1985/86 

 B. Lougham Palm Beach    30  1985/86 

 A. Porter Narrabeen    30  1985/86 

 R. Grant Palm Beach     2.95 1985/86 

 
 
 

Under 13 Records from 1978/1979 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Jake Osborne Forest District 823     2014/15 

Daniel Tabrett Wakehurst Redbacks  247.00    2003/04 

Jake Osborne Forest District   156*   2014/15 

Shawn Bradstreet Redbacks    51  1984/85 

Sam Rose Peninsula     2.24 2007/08 

2 Daniel McKenna Beacon Hill 462     2006/07 

M. Hill St. Augustine’s College  71.60   2.81 1992/93 

Christopher 
Fiadino 

St Pius   113   2006/07 

S. Bartlett Pittwater House    54  1982/83 

3 Julian Bignold Terrey Hills 317 31.70    1985/86 

G. Speakman Redbacks    41 2.29 1985/86 

 



 

Under 14 Records from 1978/1979 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Oliver Davies Harbord 587     2013/14 

Daniel Schimek St. Augustines  292.0    2005/06 

Daniel Paterson Peninsula   129   2008/09 

J. O'Neil 
Sam Rose 

Warringaroos 
Peninsula 

   
42 
42 

 
1979/80 
2008/09 

Sam Rose Peninsula     2.48 2008/09 

2 Harry McKibbon Redlands 564     2006/07 

T. Rigby Seaforth Youth Club  149.50    1999/00 

Harry McKibbon Redlands   119   2006/07 

J. Saunders Terrey Hills    56  1980/81 

Adam McNeil Redlands     3.14 2013/14 

3 Josh Andersen Harbord 332     1999/00 

T. Goodwin Harbord  68.25    1999/00 

A. Gilmore Redbacks    46 2.60 1985/86 

 
 
 

Under 15 Records from 1978/1979 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Oliver Davies Harbord 675     2014/15 

Theo Guichon Harbord  188.0    2012/13 

Craig Currie Beacon Hill   193   1989/90 

J. Gavanga St Augustines    49  1979/80 

Sam Rose Peninsula     4.18 2009/10 

2 Josh Andersen Seaforth Youth Club 464     2000/01 

Tim Rigby Seaforth Youth Club  149.50    1998/99 

Scott Patterson Cromer   100   2002/03 

Paul Hynes St Pius    52  1989/90 

S. Manning Cromer     4.10 1990/91 

 
 
 

Under 16-17 and 16-18* Records from 1998/1999 Season 

Division Name Club 
Batting Bowling 

Season 
Aggregate Average 

Highest 
score 

Aggregate Average 

1 Michael Balzan Redlands 797 113.86    2011/12 

Matthew Nesbitt Seaforth   234*   2004/05 

D. Riddington 
Daniel Tabrett 

Seaforth Youth Club 
Cromer 

   
34 
34 

 
2000/01 
2006/07 

Steven Taylor Beacon Hill     5.62 2002/03 

2 James Gonda * St. Augustines 324     2012/13 

D. Riddington Seaforth Youth Club  34.90 100* 19  1998/99 

B. Bilton 
St Augustines/Terrey 
Hills 

   19  1998/99 

J. Smith Seaforth Youth Club     8.40 1998/99 

* Under 16-17 competition changed to Under 16-18 in 2012/13 season 
 



 

MWJCA Old Records 
Association records have been kept since the 1957/58 season. Rule changes resulted in 
records being re-commenced around 1975 (the exact year varied in each age group). 
Under 10 and Under 11 Division 2 and 3 now play average cricket so these records are 
now unchanged. The old records were: 

 
Under 10 Records to 1973/1974 Season 

Div. Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 P. Lowery NarrabeenYouth Club 415   105  1968/69 

 G. Fletcher Beacon Hill  42.50    1972/73 

 M. Sanford Narrabeen Lakes   67   1971/72 

 M. Sutter Wakehurst     1.90 1969/70 

2 M. Jolly Seaforth Youth Club 378  104*   1967/68 

 G. Pope Avalon Youth Club  41.14    1967/68 

 T. McTeigue Collaroy Plateau    107  1969/70 

 C. Stoneman Curl Curl Youth Club     0.88 1972/72 

 
Under 10 Records from 1974/1975 Season 

Div. Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 R. Medway Forest Anglicans 247     1976/77 

 R. Walton Seaforth Youth Club  186.00    1978/79 

 B. Minnett Collaroy Plateau    58  1974/75 

 B. Cake Collaroy Plateau     1.54 1975/76 

2 A. Gray St Kevins 210     1974/75 

 M. Bland Forest Anglicans  195.00    1978/79 

 A. Hodgson Forest Anglicans    52  1975/76 

 M. James Allambie     2.41 1979/80 
 

Under 11 Records to 1974/1975 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 A. Fraser Christian BrosCollege 601     1974/75 

 G. Fletcher Beacon Hill  74.33    1973/74 

 M. Jolly Seaforth Youth Club   105*   1968/69 

 D. Tracey North Balgowlah    122  1962/63 

 A. Spargo Balgowlah     1.54 1961/62 

2 S. Mesite Christian BrosCollege 487 60.87    1966/67 

 R. Delaney Narrabeen YouthClub   97   1967/68 

 P. Brown Balgowlah    100  1961/62 

 R. Margolis Avalon     0.94 1973/74 

3 K. Wright 
Balgowlah Rugby 
Union 219 21.90 41*   1966/67 

 G. Horton Pittwater    83  1966/67 

 T. Ansel BeaconHill YouthClub     2.35 1966/67 
 

Under 11 Records from 1975/1976 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

2 J. Sanders Terrey Hills 362     1977/78 

 G. Brown Beacon Hill YClub  31.60    1977/78 

 G. Willmack Terrey Hills    55 2.12 1982/83 
 
 



 

Under 12 Records to 1976/1977 Season 
Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 A. Fraser Christian BrosCollege 716 89.50    1975/76 

 S. Johnson Allambie   131   1975/76 

 J. Burke 
St. Augustine’s 
College    134  1965/66 

 D. Anderson Collaroy Plateau     1.56 1958/59 

2 G. Verity Cromer 432     1974/75 

 
N. 
Tuckerman Allambie  161.50    1976/77 

 
L. 
Poganowski Manly Vale   110*   1962/63 

 L. Anderson Frenchs Forest    91  1960/61 

 J. Douglas Mona Vale     1.66 1958/59 

3 G. Reid North Balgowlah 317 195  77  1964/65 

 S. Green North Balgowlah    77  1964/65 

 J. Murray Christian BrosCollege   66*   1964/65 

 J. Rodgers Christian BrosCollege     3.12 1964/65 

Under 13 Records to 1977/1978 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 P. Spraggs Collaroy Plateau 698     1962/63 

 S. Hegarty 
St. Augustine’s 
College  117    1974/75 

 M. Jolly Seaforth Youth Club   148*  2.38 1970/71 

 S. Buchan 
St. Augustine’s 
College    85  1967/68 

2 G. Alley Seaforth Youth Club 507     1965/66 

 M. Smith Forest Anglicans   125   1972/73 

 D. Alley Collaroy Plateau    57  1965/66 

 S. Lawler Narrabeen Lakes    57  1972/73 

 P. Wilkins Wakehurst     2.90 1969/70 

Under 14 Records to 1977/1978 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 R. Ryan Christian BrosCollege 794 198.50 170*   1962/63 

 M. Murfin Seaforth Youth Club    71  1969/70 

 J. Tucker Dee Why     2.04 1972/73 

2 T. Hall Christian BrosCollege 548  141   1977/78 

 N. Coltman Curl Curl  79    1962/63 

 S. Hynes Christian BrosCollege    69 2.30 1976/77 

Under 15 Records to 1977/1978 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 D. Headon Pittwater RSL 503     1965/66 

 M. McGuire Dee Why RSL  107    1971/72 

 S. Allum Pittwater RSL    82  1965/66 

 A. Gors Beacon Hill     2.48 1972/73 

Under 16 Records to 1997/1998 Season 

Division Name Club Batting Bowling Season 

   Aggregate Average HighestScore Aggregate Average  

1 T. Marsh Pittwater House 473     1993/94 

 S. Gillespie Collaroy Plateau  131    1990/91 

 S. Jenkins Pittwater House   124 39  1993/94 

 P. Connor Redbacks     3.93 1987/88 



 

MWJCA History of Winning Teams 2005/06 to 2014/15 

Age Div 2014/15 2013/14 2012/13 2011/12 2010/11 2009/10 2008/09 2007/08 2006/07 2005/06 

U9 1         Harbord Cromer Seaforth 

U10 1 Collaroy 
Collaroy 
Harbord 

Wakehurst Harbord Harbord 
Peninsula 

Killerwhales 
Peninsula 
Wakehurst 

Collaroy 
Wakehurst 

Harbord 
Seaforth Wakehurst 

U10 2 Harbord Harbord Peninsula Harbord Beacon Hill Harbord White Beacon Hill Forest Peninsula Beacon Hill 

U10 3               

U11 1 Collaroy Wakehurst Wakehurst Seaforth 
Harbord 

St Augustines 
Peninsula 
Firefish 

Wakehurst Peninsula Wakehurst Peninsula 

U11 2 Harbord Harbord Harbord 
Cromer 

Peninsula 
Harbord White Seaforth Wakehurst Peninsula Seaforth Harbord 

U11 3 Seaforth              

U12 1 Collaroy Forest Seaforth Peninsula 
Harbord 

St Augustines 
Collaroy 
Surge 

Peninsula 
St 

Augustines 
Peninsula Peninsula 

U12 2 Peninsula Peninsula Cromer 
Wakehurst 
Peninsula 

Forest 
Peninsula 
Lobsters 

Peninsula Harbord Peninsula Seaforth 

U13 1 
Wakehurst 
Collaroy 

St 
Augustines 

Harbord 
Collaroy 

St 
Augustines  

Wakehurst 
Peninsula Sea 

Spiders 
St 

Augustines 
Peninsula Harbord Peninsula 

U13 2 Peninsula 
 

Wakehurst Beacon Hill 
Peninsula 
Lobsters 

Redlands 
St 

Augustines 
Peninsula Beacon Hill St Pius 

U14 1 Harbord Collaroy Collaroy 
Collaroy 
Surge 

Peninsula Sea 
Spiders 

St Augustines 
Wakehurst 

Peninsula Harbord Peninsula Wakehurst 

U14 2  Redlands 
St 

Augustines 
 

 
Harbord 
Hotshots 

  Forest St Pius Wakehurst 

U15 1 Harbord 
St 

Augustines 
Collaroy 

Force 
Collaroy 

Wakehurst 
Red 

Peninsula Harbord Harbord Peninsula Collaroy 

U15 2 
Wakehurst Green 
Wakehurst Black 

   
          

U16-18 * 1 
Wakehurst 

St Aug White 
St Aug Gold 

Harbord Redlands 
St 

Augustines  
Collaroy Static Redlands Harbord Wakehurst Cromer Cromer 

U16-18 * 2   Wakehurst            

 

* Included U16-17 prior to 2012/13 season 



 

Manly Warringah Junior Cricket Association 

Official Positions since 2003/2004 

 

Season President 
Vice 

President 
Secretary Treasurer 

Assistant / Competition 
Secretary 

Representative 
Chairman 

2003/04 Ted Lindsay - Cassie Woodley Andy Dessaix Tony Sullivan Tony Pecar 

2004/05 Tony Pecar - Cassie Woodley Andy Dessaix 
Sally McCullum-Toomey 

Tony Sullivan 
Tony Pecar 

2005/06 Tony Pecar - Ashley Kaye John Treadwell Sally McCullum-Toomey Geoff Mee 

2006/07 Tony Pecar - Ashley Kaye Matthew Kaye Vicki Carden Geoff Mee 

2007/08 Tony Pecar - Ashley Kaye Matthew Kaye Vicki Carden Geoff Mee 

2008/09 Rob McKenna Gary Chester Diana Pecar Danielle Simpson Vicki Carden Geoff Mee 

2009/10 Rob McKenna Gary Chester Sharon Porter Danielle Simpson Vicki Carden Ross Trewartha 

2010/11 Rob McKenna Ross Denny Sharon Porter Danielle Simpson Vicki Carden Ross Trewartha 

2011/12 Danny LeMoy Ross Denny Sharon Porter Cathy Hurditch Vicki Carden Shane Moran 

2012/13 Danny LeMoy Ross Denny Denise Gullick Cathy Hurditch Vicki Carden Shane Moran 

2013/14 Danny LeMoy Ross Denny Denise Gullick Cathy Hurditch 

Vicki Carden 

Karen Brock 

John Jackson 

Shane Moran 

2014/15 Danny LeMoy Ross Denny Denise Gullick Cathy Hurditch 

Karen Brock 

Vicki Carden 

John Jackson 

Ross Denny 

Shane Moran 
(until Oct 2014) 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 
Prepared by Ross Denny for the Manly-Warringah Junior Cricket Association 


